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The Neural Representation of Multiple Visual Objects in Human Visual Cortex
Abstract
In everyday visual environments, our visual systems process multiple objects embedded in
complex scenes and extract useful information to complete challenging tasks. Although the
neural mechanisms mediating single visual object perception have been extensively studied in
the past few decades, little is known about how the neural representation of multiple objects and
the interactions among them. This dissertation investigates how contextually associated object
pairs, and the layout information of multiple visual objects may be represented in the human
visual cortex. In particular, we examined functional defined high-level visual object processing
regions in lateral occipital (LO) cortex and posterior fusiform gyrus (pFs), topographically
defined early visual areas, and functionally defined parietal regions involved in processing
multiple objects. In Chapter 1, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA), I found that contextual association significantly affected how an
object pair may be represented in pFs, such that objects were more integrated when they were
related than unrelated. In Chapter 2, using the method established in Chapter 1, I found that
related object pairs exhibited a reliable effect of contextual association irrespective of the amount
of implied action between the two objects. In Chapter 3, I found that the layout information of a
multi-object display was explicitly encoded in LO, but not in pFs, early visual areas, or parietal
regions involved in object processing. Taken together, these results suggest that LO and pFs,
which are critical for single object representation, are differentially involved in processing the
interactions among multiple objects.
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0
0. General Introduction

0.1 Guiding Questions on Multiple Object Representation
In everyday vision, our visual system constantly processes complex scenes containing
multiple objects to extract useful information. Take a birthday party scene for example: It
consists of many groups of objects, such as a cake placed on a cake stand, a set of cups, plates,
and utensils, and a pile of fruits. The different objects in the display do not appear together
randomly. But rather, they tend to co-occur in predictable manners (e.g., a cake and a cake stand).
In addition to perceiving the shapes, colors, identities, and categories of single objects, human
observers can also perceive the relationship among multiple objects. Object relational
information has been documented to facilitate object recognition in a number of different ways in
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behavioral studies. Here, I will first briefly review two lines of behavioral studies that have
examined the interaction among objects. I will then define the scope of this dissertation.
Contextual Association in Object Pairs. Objects often co-occur with other contextually
associated objects to form meaningful pairs with predictable spatial configuration (e.g., a cake
above a cake stand). Human observers can take advantage of such regularities to gain better
access to the information associated with the objects. Behavioral evidence has shown that objects
could be better recognized and memorized when they appear in the expected locations within a
pair of contextually related objects (Auckland, Cave, & Donnelly, 2007; Davenport, 2007;
Gronau & Shachar, 2014), or embedded in visual scenes with relevant contexts and spatial
arrangements (Biederman, 1972; Davenport & Potter, 2004; Munneke, Brentari, & Peelen, 2013;
Sastyin, Niimi, & Yokosawa, 2015). In addition to static object pairs described above, object
pairs could also be formed with an implied motion between the two objects (e.g., a pitcher
pointing towards a glass with an implied action of water pouring). Behavioral studies have
suggested that the facilitation effect of contextual association in object recognition is unaffected
whether or not there is implied action between the objects (Gronau & Shachar, 2014). Although
well demonstrated by behavioral studies, the neural mechanisms underlying contextual
association remain largely unclear (Baeck, Wagemans, & Op de Beeck, 2013; Kaiser & Peelen,
2018; Kim & Biederman, 2011).
To investigate how contextual association is represented in the human brain, in this
dissertation, I examined object pairs without implied action in Chapter 1 and examined how the
presence of implied action would impact contextual association in Chapter 2.
Layout of Multiple objects. Another feature that defines a multi-object display is the
layout of the objects. Different from contextual association, layout can be independent of the
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identities of the specific objects comprising a layout. Behavioral studies have demonstrated that
the layout of a multiple-item display is automatically encoded and could be maintained in visual
working memory for a considerable long interval, and facilitate subsequent item retrieval and
change detection (Gmeindl, Nelson, Wiggin, & Reuter-Lorenz, 2011; Jiang, Olson, & Chun,
2000; Woodman, Vecera, & Luck, 2003). Additionally, learned global layout of a scene could
also benefit change detection of the individual objects (Conci & Müller, 2014).
Given the important role that layout can play in multi-object perception, I investigated
how the layout of a multi-object display may be represented in the human brain in Chapter 3.

0.2 The Neural Mechanisms Underlying Single Object Representation
Extensive neurophysiological studies have demonstrated that the macaque inferior
temporal (IT) cortex plays a central role in visual object representation. IT neurons show
selectivity to complex features and object categories (Hung, Kreiman, Poggio, & DiCarlo, 2005;
Kriegeskorte et al., 2008; Tanaka, 1993; Tsao, Freiwald, Tootell, & Livingstone, 2006) and
exhibit tolerance to low-level image changes associated with an object, such as size and position
(DiCarlo, Zoccolan, & Rust, 2012). Additionally, neurons at the highest level of IT exhibit
tuning to surface configuration and the relative position of the parts in an object (Brincat &
Connor, 2004, 2006; Yamane, Carlson, Bowman, Wang, & Connor, 2008).
Resembling the macaque IT (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008), the human lateral occipital
complex (LOC) has been shown to be critically involved in visual object processing. LOC shows
much stronger activation to intact than scrambled objects (Grill-Spector, Kourtzi, & Kanwisher,
2001; Grill-Spector, Kushnir, Edelman, Itzchak, & Malach, 1998; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001;
Malach et al., 1995), and exhibits distinctive fMRI response patterns to different object
categories and exemplars (Cichy, Chen, & Haynes, 2011). This region has also been linked to
3

successful object recognition performances using both univariate (Grill-spector, Kushnir,
Hendler, & Malach, 2000) and multivariate measures (Williams, Dang, & Kanwisher, 2007).
Lesions to LOC can lead to object agnosia, an impairment in object recognition (James, Culham,
Humphrey, Milner, & Goodale, 2003; Karnath, Rüter, Mandler, & Himmelbach, 2009; Konen,
Behrmann, Nishimura, & Kastner, 2011). Functionally defined LOC could be further parcellated
into two subregions, a lateral occipital (LO) and a posterior fusiform region (pFs), the latter of
which could extend further into the occipitotemporal sulcus (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Grillspector et al., 2000). Comparing to LO, pFs is less sensitive to changes in object position (GrillSpector et al., 1999), and exhibits representations tracking the perceived rather than the physical
properties of an object (Haushofer, Livingstone, & Kanwisher, 2008).

0.3 Plan of Dissertation
Decades of behavioral research has documented that both contextual association and the
layout information of a multi-object display facilitate object recognition during visual processing.
Given the critical role LOC plays in representing single objects, in this dissertation, using fMRI
and MVPA, I aim to characterize how contextual association and layout information may be
represented in the human visual object processing regions (LO, pFs) and topographically defined
early visual areas (V1- V4). I also examined parahippocampal place area (PPA) and two parietal
regions previously shown to be involved in processing multiple visual objects in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 1, I investigated the neural representation of contextual association by
manipulating the contextual association (Experiment 1) and spatial configuration (Experiment 2)
of two objects in a pair. In Chapter 2, using the methods established in Chapter 1, I investigated
how implied action between an active object and a passive object in a pair may affect the neural
representation of contextual association. This was done by manipulation the amount of implied
4

action in an object pair (Experiment 1) and the functional state of the active object (Experiment
2). In Chapter 3, I investigated how the layout information of a set of objects may be represented,
which was done by varying the layout of three-item displays (Experiment 1) and four-item
displays (Experiment 2). I additionally examined the effect of object identity and spatial
envelope of the layout display on layout representation.
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1
1. The Neural Representation of Contextual
Association in Object Pairs

1.1 Introduction
Objects in our everyday visual environment do not appear in isolation; but rather, they
tend to co-occur with certain other objects in a predictable spatial arrangement. Within a kitchen
setting, for instance, a cake usually appears above a cake stand, but not above a burner or under a
cake stand. Human observers can take advantage of such regularities in contextual association
(e.g., a cake with a cake stand) and spatial configuration (e.g., a cake above a cake stand) to gain
better access to the information associated with an object. Indeed, several behavioral studies
have demonstrated facilitation of target object recognition with the presence of contextual
association (Biederman, 1972; Davenport & Potter, 2004). Meanwhile, although the neural
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mechanisms mediating single visual object perception have been extensively studied in the past
few decades (Grill-Spector & Malach, 2004), less is known about how the human visual cortex
encodes the interactions between objects. The present study examines how the contextual
association and the spatial configuration of regularly co-occurring object pairs may be
represented in the human brain.
Many behavioral studies have documented the benefit of contextual information in object
recognition in a variety of visual settings, with objects embedded in meaningful visual scenes
detected and recognized faster and more accurately than those embedded in visual scenes with
mismatched contexts and spatial arrangements (Biederman, 1972; Davenport & Potter, 2004).
This facilitation is affected by neither the viewpoint of the target object (Sastyin et al., 2015), nor
the focus of attention (Munneke et al., 2013). Additionally, contextual facilitation can be
obtained not only from the presence of naturalistic background scenes, but also from the
presence of contextually related objects, with objects identified more accurately when they are
next to one or multiple contextually associated objects (Auckland et al., 2007; Davenport, 2007).
Target objects have also been shown to be better recognized and memorized when they appear in
the expected locations within a pair of contextually related objects. However, when there is no
contextual association between a pair of objects, no facilitation for target object recognition or
memory is observed at the expected location, yielding an interaction between contextual
association and spatial configuration (Gronau & Shachar, 2014). In the current study, we used
object pairs to study the neural representation of contextual association, as object pairs can be
more easily manipulated and controlled than natural scenes.
Although well demonstrated by behavioral studies, the neural mechanisms underlying
contextual facilitation remain unclear. Some researchers found that contextually related object
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pairs evoked higher gamma-band responses in multiple visual areas starting from 70 msec after
object presentation (Oppermann, Hassler, Jescheniak, & Gruber, 2012). Others, however,
reported no contextual congruency effect in scenes until after 300 msec (Ganis & Kutas, 2003).
Although one study discovered higher fMRI response amplitude in the lateral occipital complex
(LOC) to a pair of objects shown interacting with each other than shown side-by-side without
interaction (Kim & Biederman, 2011), this effect could be due to the presence of novelty and
increased attention, rather than the interaction between objects. When factors other than
contextual information were better controlled for, no difference in average fMRI response
amplitude was observed between pairs of objects with and without contextual association (Baeck
et al., 2013).
Nevertheless, the impact of contextual association could be more fine-grained and may
not be revealed by measuring the average fMRI response amplitude. The advancement of fMRI
MVPA has made it possible to detect variations across conditions even when the average
response amplitudes do not change. In particular, instead of producing a single averaged
response amplitude for each condition, a multi-dimensional voxel vector may be used to
characterize the response pattern of each condition, with higher correlations between the vectors
indicating greater representational similarity between the two conditions in a brain region
(Haxby, 2001).
Two recent studies have employed MVPA to examine whether the presence of contextual
information would alter the representations of object pairs but obtained inconsistent conclusions.
Beack et al. (2013) manipulated the action-related configurations of two objects in a pair, which
could form either familiar or unfamiliar configurations, and failed to find any effect of contextual
association. In contrast, Kaiser and Peelen (2018) examined two-object scenes containing a pair
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of large objects that were either spatially consistent or inconsistent. In LOC, an object-related
processing region, they found that neural representations of the component objects could better
predict those of the spatially inconsistent than consistent scenes, indicating an integration of the
component objects in the consistent scenes. To investigate the neural mechanisms mediating the
representation of a related object pair and how contextual information is represented, we
compared fMRI response patterns generated by two simultaneously presented objects and those
generated by their component objects shown in isolation. If the contextual information is part of
the object pair representation in higher object processing regions, then a related pair would be
represented more differently from its component objects than an unrelated pair would be without
such contextual information.
In macaque inferotemporal (IT) cortex, neuronal firing rate of a pair of unrelated objects
can be well predicted by the average firing rate of each component object measured in isolation
(Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999; Zoccolan, Cox, & DiCarlo, 2005). Consistent with this
neurophysiological finding, in human ventral and lateral object processing area, the fMRI
response pattern of a pair of unrelated objects could be well approximated by the average
response pattern of the component objects shown in isolation (Macevoy & Epstein, 2009;
MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011; Reddy, Kanwisher, & VanRullen, 2009). This is similar to divisive
normalization previously proposed to explain attentional effects in early visual areas (Heeger,
1992; Reynolds & Heeger, 1999; Carandini & Heeger, 2013). Given this linear relationship in
fMRI response pattern between unrelated pairs and their component objects, in the present study,
we further tested in higher visual processing regions how the presence of contextual information
and the interaction between the objects would make the representation of a related pair differ
from a linear combination of the two component objects.
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To summarize, using fMRI MVPA, the present study examined the representation of
contextual association in the human visual cortex. In particular, we investigated how a pair of
related objects would be represented differently from a pair of unrelated objects due to
contextual association. In Experiment 1, we examined the role of object pairing in contextual
association while keeping object locations constant in the different object pairings by having
either consistent or inconsistent object pairings (e.g., a cake above a cake stand or a cake above a
burner). In Experiment 2, we examined the role of spatial configuration while keeping object
pairing consistent by manipulating whether object locations were consistent or inconsistent with
a contextually associated pair (e.g., a cake above a cake stand or a cake under a cake stand). We
examined a set of independently defined regions of interests (ROIs), including topographically
defined early visual areas V1 to V4 and functionally defined object processing regions LO and
pFs. The latter two regions have previously been shown to be involved in successful visual
object detection and identification (Grill-spector et al., 2000) and whose lesions have been linked
to visual object agnosia (Farah, 2004; Goodale, Milner, Jakobson, & Carey, 1991).

1.2 Methods
1.2.1 Participants
Ten right-handed paid participants (seven females; mean age, 31 years old, range, 27 - 38)
with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity were tested in both experiments. All
participants were recruited from the Harvard University community and gave informed consent
prior to their participation in the study. The experiments were approved by the Committee on the
Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University.
1.2.2 Stimuli
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Main Experiments
Four line-drawing single objects (cake, cake stand, cooking pot, and burner, see Figure
1.1) were used to construct object pairs with different contextual associations and spatial
configurations. These line-drawing objects were matched in size. The two top objects were also
matched in their overall shape. The same was true for the two bottom objects. In a given object
pair, one object would appear above the fixation and the other below the fixation. In Experiment
1, we manipulated object pairing while keeping object locations constant in the different object
pairings (Figure 1.1A). Half of the pairings were related (i.e., a cake above a cake stand and a
cooking pot above a burner), and the other half were unrelated (i.e., a cake above a burner and a
cooking pot above a cake stand). Objects were always appearing in their expected locations (i.e.,
cake and cooking pot above the fixation and cake stand and burner below the fixation). In
Experiment 2, we examined the role of spatial configuration while keeping object pairing
consistent by manipulating the spatial configuration of the two contextually associated objects in
a pair (Figure 1.1B). Objects in half of the pairs appeared in consistent configurations (i.e., a
cake above a cake stand and a cooking pot above a burner) while those in the other half appeared
in inconsistent configurations (i.e., a cake stand above a cake and a burner above a cooking pot).
Each object was also presented alone at the same location as it appeared in an object pair. Each
object subtended approximately 4.5° x 4.5°.
Object Localizer
To localize LO and pFs, grey-scale images of male and female faces, indoor and outdoor
scenes, everyday objects (e.g., food, tools, and other human-made objects), and phase-scrambled
version of the everyday objects were used. Each stimulus image subtended approximately 12.0°
x 12.0°.
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Figure 1.1. Experimental stimuli and example trials. A. In Experiment 1, line-drawing objects were presented
together as pairs in either a contextually related manner (e.g., a cake above a cake stand) or an unrelated manner
(e.g., a cake above a burner). B. In Experiment 2, object pairs were presented in either a spatially consistent manner
(e.g., a pot above a burner), or a spatially inconsistent manner (e.g., a pot below a burner). In both experiments, each
component of an object pair was also presented alone at the exact same location as it appeared within the pair. C.
Example trial sequence from Experiment 1. Participants were asked to view the sequentially presented object images
and judge the direction of randomly occurred object motions, as illustrated by the black arrows.

Topographic Mapping
To localize early visual areas V1 to V4, clockwise and counterclockwise-rotating colored
polar wedges with flashing checkerboard stimuli (arc = 72°) were used (Bettencourt & Xu,
2016a; Swisher, Halko, Merabet, McMains, & Somers, 2007). The polar wedge subtended 23.4°
× 17.5° and swept across the entire screen.
1.2.3 Experimental design and procedures
Each participant underwent a scanning session consisted of 16 experimental runs, 8 for
each experiment. Eye movements during the scan were monitored with an eye-tracker (EyeLink
1000, SR Research) to ensure proper fixation throughout the study. Object localizer and
topographic runs were acquired in a separate scan session.
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In both experiments, participants viewed blocks of experimental stimuli, each lasting 8 s
and interleaved by 8 s fixation blocks. Each stimulus block contained 10 sequential presentations
of the same stimulus image (either an object pair or a single object). In each trial, the stimulus
was shown for 500 ms and followed by a 300 ms fixation. If the block contained a single object,
it would be shown in either red or green in alternating presentations; and if the block contained
an object pair, the two component objects would always be shown in different colors (either red
or green), with each component object shown in either red or green in alternating presentations.
To engage participants’ attention on the visual displays, they were asked to discriminate the
direction (left or right) of a subtle object movement randomly occurring four times within each
block (Figure 1.1C). For object pairs, the movement could occur in either the upper or lower
object to ensure equal attention to both objects. Each run in Experiment 1 lasted 4 min 24 sec
and contained two blocks of each of the eight conditions (i.e., two related pairs, two unrelated
pairs, and four single objects). Each run in Experiment 2 lasted 3 min 20 sec and contained one
block of each of the twelve conditions (i.e., two consistent pairs, two inconsistent pairs, and four
single objects presented at both the upper and lower locations).
Each object localizer run lasted 4 min 40 sec and contained four blocks of each stimulus
condition. Each stimulus block lasted 16 sec and contained 20 unique images from each stimulus
condition, each lasting 750 msec and followed by a 50 msec blank interval. Participants were
asked to detect a slight spatial jitter of the images, occurring twice randomly in each block, to
engage their attention on the images. An eight sec-fixation blocks were presented at the
beginning, middle, and the end of each run. All participants took part in 2 runs of this localizer.
Each participant also completed 4 to 6 topographic mapping runs, each lasting 11 min 5.6
sec and contained 12 cycles of rotating colored wedges. Participants were asked to detect the
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occurrences of dimming in the display. For different participants, the dimming occurred at
fixation, at the polar angle wedge, or at both locations, commiserate with the various
methodologies used in the literature (Bettencourt & Xu, 2016a, 2016b; Bressler & Silver, 2010;
Swisher et al., 2007). No differences were observed in the maps obtained through these different
methods.
1.2.4 fMRI data acquisition
fMRI data were collected using a 3T Siemens Tim Trio scanner at Harvard University,
Center for Brain Science. An Apple MacBook Pro was used to control stimulus presentation.
Images were back-projected by an LCD project onto a screen mounted at the rear end of the
scanner bore and viewed through an angled mirror mounted on the head coil. Matlab with
Psychtoolbox extension (Brainard, 1997) was used to present the stimuli of the main experiments
and the object localizer, and vision egg (Straw, 2008) was used to present the topographic
mapping stimuli.
High-resolution anatomical images (1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm) were acquired for surface
construction. Functional data from the main experiments and object localizers were acquired
using a T2*-weighted echo-planar gradient echo pulse sequence (30 oblique axial slices parallel
to the anterior and posterior commissure line, TR = 2 sec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle = 85 degrees,
no skip, 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm voxel size). Topographic data were acquired using a T2*-weighted
echo-planar gradient echo pulse sequence with slightly different parameters (42 oblique axial
slices parallel to the anterior and posterior commissure line, TR = 2.6 sec, TE = 30 msec, flip
angle = 90 degrees, no skip, 3.125 x 3.125 x 3.0 mm voxel size). Because the localizer data were
projected onto the volume view and then onto the flattened cortical surface of each participant,
the exact slice prescriptions used had minimal impact on the final results.
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1.2.5 Data analysis
fMRI data were analyzed with Freesurfer and in-house MATLAB codes. Data
preprocessing included motion correction, slice timing correction, and intensity normalization.
Spatial smoothing with 5-mm-full-width-at-half-maximum was applied to the object localizer.
No spatial smoothing was applied to the main experimental data. Time course data from both the
main experiments and the localizer runs were fit with general linear models (GLM) accounting
for hemodynamic response lag. The resulting beta weights were used to characterize the multivoxel fMRI response patterns and the averaged response amplitudes for each stimulus condition.
ROI definition. Following the procedure described previously (Bettencourt & Xu, 2016b;
Swisher et al., 2007), topographic areas V1 to V4 were localized by examining phase reversals in
the polar angle maps (Figure 1.2A). Following Grill-spector et al. (1998) and Kourtzi and
Kanwisher (2001), object-sensitive regions LO and pFs were defined as a set of contiguous
voxels showing significantly higher activation (p < .01, uncorrected; in one participant, p <.05
was used to obtain sufficient number of voxels) to objects than to phase-scrambled objects in
lateral occipital and posterior fusiform gyrus regions (Figure 1.2B). Anatomical labels provided
by Freesurfer were used to further guide the definition of these regions. Because V4 and pFs
were located at anatomically adjacent areas and were defined separately with the use of
topographic mapping and object localizers, respectively, these two ROIs overlapped with each
other to some extent. On average, V4 and pFs shared 32.8 (± 12.2) and 26.6 (± 30.8) voxels in
the left and right hemispheres, respectively. This constituted 13.6 (± 9.8) % and 10.9 (± 12.1) %
of the functionally defined pFs in the left and right hemispheres, respectively. To assess the
impact of these overlapping voxels on the overall results, we examined pFs both with these
overlapping voxels included and excluded and obtained very similar results. In the results report
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here, the overlapping voxels were removed from pFs. In both experiments, no significant
interactions between the left and right hemispheres were observed for the factors of interest in
LO and pFs (Fs < .36, ps > .57) or V1 to V4 (Fs < 3.67, ps > .088). Consequently, results from
the two hemispheres were averaged in each examined ROI.

Figure 1.2. Example ROIs from a representative participant and an illustration of the analyses performed with
MVPA. A. Early visual areas V1 to V4 shown on a flattened cortical surface. B. LO and pFs shown on an inflated
right hemisphere. C. An illustration of the MVPA analyses performed in Experiment 1. The component-to-pair
similarity was measured as the correlation of response patterns between a pair and a component object. The synthto-pair similarity is measured as the correlation between the response pattern of a pair and its corresponding
synthesized pattern generated from the component objects with a linear average.

MVPA. In each participant, the predefined ROIs were overlaid onto the experimental data
of each run to extract the beta-weight of each voxel in each condition to form the fMRI response
pattern measure for a given ROI in a given condition in a given run. Fisher's z transformed
correlation coefficients (r) were then used to measure the similarity between different fMRI
response patterns in different conditions. Data were analyzed separately in each participant and
the results from each participant were combined to perform group-level statistical analyses.
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Below we describe the analysis performed in Experiment 1 in detail. Results from Experiment 2
were analyzed in the same way, except with the spatial configuration manipulation replacing the
object pairing manipulation.
To measure how well the fMRI response patterns of component objects would predict
that of an object pair, we obtained the component-to-pair similarity by calculating the correlation
between the response pattern of a pair and that of a component object (Figure 1.2C). Because not
all voxels within an ROI may participate in the representation of a related object pair, to increase
sensitivity and power, we assessed the component-to-pair similarity separately in voxels that
showed the best discrimination between the two related pairs (i.e., the most informative voxels,
see Mitchell et al., 2004). The assumption here was that since these voxels showed the most
difference between the two related pairs, they would be most involved in representing the related
object pairs. As a control, we also assessed the component-to-pair similarity separately in voxels
that showed the best discrimination between the two unrelated pairs. To select the relevant
voxels and to equate the number of voxels across the different ROIs, we used a t-test and
selected the top 50 voxels that would best discriminate between the two object pairs of interest
(i.e., by comparing the beta values for the two pairs across all eight runs for each voxel and
selecting the top 50 voxels that showed the best discrimination). Within these selected voxels,
the component-to-pair similarity was obtained and compared between the related and the
unrelated pairs. For the voxels that best discriminated the two related pairs, if the fMRI response
patterns of the related pairs contained information on contextual associations, then the
component-to-pair similarity would be lower for the related than the unrelated pairs which did
not contain such information. On the other hand, for the voxels that best discriminated the two
unrelated pairs, because no contextual association would play a role in such discrimination, the
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component-to-pair similarity would be similar for the related and unrelated pairs. We also
replicated the above analyses with the selection of top 100 voxels and obtained virtually identical
results.
To validate our voxel selection procedure, we also performed a split-half analysis. In this
analysis, we separated the 8 experimental runs into two halves (4 runs in each half) in all
possible ways. To increase power, during the GLM analysis, instead of extracting a single
regressor (i.e., beta weight) for each condition in each run, we extracted separate regressors for
the two blocks of trials for each condition in each run. During each iteration of our split-half
analysis, for each voxel, we applied t-test to the beta values of the two object pairs of interests in
one-half of the runs. We then selected the top 50 voxels that could best discriminate the object
pairs based on the t values obtained. Within these selected voxels, we measured the correlations
of patterns between an object pair and its component objects (component-to-pair similarity)
using the data from the other half of the runs. The resulting component-to-pair similarity
measures were then averaged across all the iterations. If our voxel selection procedure was valid,
then similar effects of contextual association should be obtained in the split-half analysis as in
the analysis in which all data were included. However, if our voxel selection procedure somehow
increased the contribution of random noise, then the effect of contextual association should not
be found with the split-half analysis.
In addition to the above analysis, in LO and pFs, we also examined the similarity
between the actual fMRI patterns of an object pair and its corresponding synthesized patterns
generated from the component objects. We referred to this measure as the synth-to-pair
similarity (Figure 1.2C). We generated the synthesized object pair patterns by taking the linear
average of the patterns of the component objects shown in isolation but at the same spatial
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location as they appeared in the object pair. These synthesized patterns were generated separately
for voxels that best discriminated the related pairs and those that best discriminated the unrelated
pairs. Within the selected voxels, the synth-to-pair similarity was compared between the related
and unrelated pairs.
To compare the averaged response amplitudes across the different conditions in an ROI,
univariate analyses were also conducted at the group level.
All t-tests performed were two-tailed. Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to the
ANOVAs when the sphericity assumption was violated. To correct for multiple comparisons,
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was applied with false discovery rate (FDR) set at .05. Only the
corrected p values were reported.

1.3 Results
Previous behavioral studies have demonstrated that a target object appearing with a
contextually related object in a correct spatial configuration could be more easily recognized
(Biederman, 1972; Davenport & Potter, 2004). To better understand the neural mechanisms
supporting this facilitation, we used fMRI MVPA to examine how object pairing and spatial
configuration would affect the representation of a contextually associated object pair in human
early visual areas V1 to V4 and the ventral visual object processing regions LO and pFs.
1.3.1 Experiment 1: Object Pairing
In this experiment, while appearing at fixed spatial locations, objects were either paired
with a contextually related or unrelated object. Objects also appeared in isolation at the same
locations as they appeared within an object pair. To engage participants’ attention on the objects,
they were asked to discriminate the direction of an occasionally occurring slight motion of the
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objects. The overall behavioral performance was 95.0 ± 4.89% with no difference between object
pairs and single objects (t(9) = 1.32, p = .22).
Table 1.1 Mean fMRI response amplitudes and SE in Experiment 1.
They were calculated from the averaged beta values derived from the GLM.

Object Components

Object Pairs

Related Pairs

Unrelated Pairs

V1

.01 (.020)

.32 (.020)

.31 (.017)

.34 (.017)

V2

.23 (.020)

.60 (.020)

.59 (.014)

.61 (.014)

V3

.51 (.022)

.90 (.022)

.89 (.013)

.91 (.013)

V4

.63 (.027)

1.00 (.027)

.99 (.013)

1.01 (.013)

LO

.78 (.023)

1.01 (.023)

1.04 (.016)

1.07 (.016)

pFs

.33 (.012)

.47 (.012)

.46 (.011)

.49 (.011)

Univariate analysis. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 1.1. Overall, object pairs
elicited higher average response amplitudes than single objects in all the ROIs examined (ts >
5.95, ps <.001, ds > 1.88, corrected). This was expected as object pairs contained more visual
information than single objects. No difference was observed in average response amplitudes
between the related and unrelated object pairs (ts < 1.50, ps > .45, corrected).
Multivariate analysis of contextual association. If the presence of contextual association
makes the neural representation of a pair of related objects more different than their component
objects than that of an unrelated object pair, we would expect to see a lower component-to-pair
similarity for the related than the unrelated pairs. Because not all voxels within an ROI may
participate in the representation of a related object pair, to increase sensitivity and power, we
focused our investigation on the top 50 voxels in each ROI that could best discriminate between
the two related pairs used in the experiment (i.e., the most informative voxels, see (Mitchell et al.,
2004). The assumption here was that since these voxels showed the most difference between the
two related pairs, they would be most involved in representing the related object pairs. As a
control, we also examined results from the top 50 voxels in each ROI that could best
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discriminate the unrelated pairs. Although we focused our analyses on the top 50 voxels, similar
results were obtained when the top 100 voxels were included instead.

Figure 1.3. Results of Experiment 1. Component-to-pair similarity for related and unrelated pairs, within the voxels
best discriminated the related pairs, and the voxels best discriminated the unrelated pairs. Results showed that pFs
exhibited the strongest effect of contextual association within the voxels best discriminated the contextually
associated pairs, with lower component-to-pair pattern similarity in the related than unrelated pairs. Error bars
indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

We found the strongest contextual association effect in pFs (Figure 1.3). Specifically,
within the voxels that best discriminated the two related pairs, the component-to-pair similarity
was significantly lower for the related than the unrelated pairs (t(9) = 3.59, p = .012, d = 1.14,
corrected). No such effect was observed within the voxels that best discriminated the two
unrelated pairs, (t(9) = 0.85, p = 0.42). A 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with contextual
association (related vs. unrelated pair) and voxel selection (voxels best discriminating the related
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vs the unrelated pair) as within-subject factors showed a significant interaction between
contextual association and voxel selection (F(1,9) = 84.05, p < .001), but no significant main
effects for contextual association or voxel selection (Fs < 2.52, ps > 0.14). In pFs, the presence
of contextual association thus resulted in the representation of a related object pair to be more
different from its component objects than that of an unrelated object pair.
The effect of contextual association was also observed in LO and V4, albeit weaker.
Specifically, there was a significant interaction between contextual association and voxel
selection in both regions (Fs > .5.46, ps < .032). Within the voxels that best discriminated the
two related pairs, the component-to-pair similarity was lower for the related than the unrelated
pair and this effect was marginally significant in V4 (t(9) = 2.41, p = 0.078, d = 0.76, corrected)
and trending in LO (t(9) = 2.17, p = 0.12, corrected). This effect was not significant in either
brain region within the voxels that best discriminated the two unrelated pairs (ts < 0.49, ps >
0.63). In V1 to V3, neither main effects nor an interaction between them was found (Fs < 2.81,
ps > .12).
To further validate our approach and to ensure that our voxel selection procedure did not
introduce any bias, we replicated the above analysis with a split-half approach. Specifically, we
selected the informative voxels from half of the data, and then tested the component-to-pair
similarity in the other half of data (Figure 1.4). In pFs, where we observed the most robust effect
of contextual association with our whole data analysis, applying the split-half analysis revealed a
similar effect, albeit weaker as only half of the data were used in the actual statistical comparison.
For the voxels that best discriminated the related pairs, the component-to-pair similarity was
significantly lower in the related pairs than in the unrelated pairs (t(9) = 3.35, p < .01, d = -1.06,
corrected). In contrast, for the voxels that best discriminated the unrelated pairs, no significant
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difference was observed between the related and the unrelated pairs (t(9) = 2.02, p = .074,
corrected). A 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction between
contextual association and voxel selection (F(1,9) = 5.51, p = .044), a significant main effect of
contextual association (F(1,9) = 7.58, p = .022), but no main effect for voxel selection (F(1,9) =
3.05, p = .11).

Figure 1.4 Results of Experiment 1 with split-half approach. Component-to-pair similarity for related and unrelated
pairs, within the voxels best discriminated the related pairs and the voxels best discriminated the unrelated pairs with
the application of a split-half method. Results showed that pFs exhibited an effect of contextual association within
the voxels best discriminated contextually associated pairs, such that the component-to-pair pattern similarity was
lower in the related than unrelated pairs. Error bars indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR
corrected).

In all the other examined ROIs, V1-V4 and LO, neither significant main effect of
contextual association (Fs < 3.59, ps > .091) nor an interaction between the two factors (Fs
<3.01, ps > .12) was found. Significant main effects of voxel selection were found in V1, V3,
and V4 (Fs > 5.31, ps < .047) but not in V2 or LO (Fs < 4.04, ps > .075). We thus replicated the
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effect of contextual association with the split-half analysis, thereby validating our voxel selection
procedure with the whole data set. Although the overall effect was weaker as only half of the
data were used, applying the split-half approach produced qualitatively similar results. These
results thus validated our voxel selection approach over the whole data set. In all subsequent
experiments reported, to increase power, we only used voxel selective over the whole data set.
We also examined the overlap between the voxels that best discriminated the two related
object pairs and those that best discriminated the two unrelated object pairs. The overlap in pFs
(25.4% ± 3.3%) was significantly lower than that in V1 (44.5% ± 2.2%) and V2 (43.2% ± 1.6%)
(ts < -3.98, ps <.006, corrected) but did not differ from that in V3 (33.2 ± 1.5%; t(9) = 1.95, p
= .11, corrected). Although two random subpopulations within a smaller ROIs would necessarily
have a larger amount of overlap than that from a larger ROI, because the size of pFs did not
differ from that of V1 or V2 (ts < 1.82, ps > .12, corrected), the larger overlap observed in V1
and V2 thus could not be due to these ROIs having fewer voxels. Instead, these results showed
that voxels most involved in representing the related and the unrelated pairs showed much less
overlap in pFs than they did in V1 and V2. This suggested a partial separation of the voxels that
participated in the representations of the related and unrelated object pairs in pFs. In V4 and LO,
the overlap of the two sets of voxels were 42.5% ± 1.8% and 19.9% ± 1.5%, respectively.
However, V4 was significantly smaller than the other ROIs (ts > 6.96, ps < .001), and LO was
significantly or marginally significantly larger than the other ROIs (ts > 2.31, ps < .061). The
size difference of these two ROIs compared to the other ROIs made it difficult to draw firm
conclusions regarding the overlap values reported.
Predicting object pair response patterns with a linear model in pFs and LO. A number of
studies have documented that, in human occipital object processing regions, the fMRI response
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pattern of an unrelated object pair could be approximated as the linear average of the fMRI
response patterns of its component objects shown in isolation (Macevoy & Epstein, 2009;
MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011; Reddy et al., 2009). This reflects a well-known macaque
neurophysiological finding in which the neuronal firing rate of a pair of unrelated objects in
macaque IT cortex can be well predicted by the average firing rate of each component object
measured in isolation (Reynolds et al., 1999; Zoccolan et al., 2005). Here we examined in pF and
LO how the synthesized patterns generated from the linear average of the component objects
would predict the response of an object pair.
In both pFs and LO, we constructed synthesized patterns of object pairs and compared
them to the actual pair patterns (the synth-to-pair similarity) in voxels that best discriminated the
two related pairs and in voxels that best discriminated the two unrelated pairs. As depicted in
Figure 1.5, we observed a significant interaction between contextual association and voxel
selection in both pFs and LO (Fs > 11.03, ps < .01). Other main effects did not reach
significance (Fs < 2.37, ps > 0.16). Within the voxels that best discriminated the two related
object pairs, the synth-to-pair similarity was lower for the related than the unrelated pairs in pFs
(t(9) = 3.08, p =. 026, d = .97, corrected). This same effect was present in LO but was only
marginally significant (t(9) = 2.41, p =. 078, corrected). In contrast, within the voxels that best
discriminated the two unrelated object pairs, no such effect was found in neither LO nor pFs (ts
< .67, ps > .52, corrected). These results showed that synthesized patterns with a linear average
better predicted the response patterns of the unrelated than the related pairs in voxels that best
discriminated the related pairs in higher object processing regions, similar to the results obtained
with the component-to-pair similarity measures.
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Figure 1.5. Results of the synth-to-pair similarity measure from the two object selective regions LO and pFs from
Experiment 1. Error bars indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

1.3.2 Experiment 2: Spatial Configuration
Experiment 1 tested the role of object pairing in contextual association by keeping
constant the object locations as they would appear in a contextually associated pair but either had
consistent or inconsistent object pairing. In Experiment 2, we kept object pairing the same but
manipulated whether object locations were consistent or inconsistent within a contextually
associated pair (e.g., a cake above a cake stand vs. a cake below a cake stand). The component
objects from the pairs were also presented in isolation at either the top or bottom location to
match the locations that they appeared in the object pairs. Participants were asked to perform the
same task as they did in Experiment 1. The overall behavioral performance for discriminating
motion direction was 95.6 ± 4.89% with no different between object components and object pairs
(t(9) = 1.87, p = .10).
Univariate analysis. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 1. In all the ROIs
examined, as expected, response amplitudes for object pairs were higher than those for the single
objects (ts > 4.23, ps < .0023, ds > 1.34, corrected). Responses did not differ between spatially
consistent and inconsistent object pairs (ts < 2.16, ps > .37, corrected).
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Table 1.2. Mean fMRI response amplitudes and SE in Experiment 2.
They were calculated from the averaged beta values derived from the GLM.

Object Components

Object Pairs

Consistent Pairs

Inconsistent Pairs

V1

.07 (.029)

.33 (.029)

.34 (.017)

.31 (.017)

V2

.27 (.023)

.62 (.023)

.65 (.012)

.59 (.012)

V3

.52 (.032)

.91 (.032)

.93 (.015)

.89 (.015)

V4

.67 (.029)

1.04 (.029)

1.06 (.025)

1.03 (.025)

LO

.80 (.033)

1.09 (.033)

1.10 (.023)

1.07 (.023)

pFs

.36 (.016)

.51 (.016)

.51 (.016)

.52 (.016)

Multivariate analysis of spatial configuration. As in Experiment 1, because not all voxels
within an ROI may participate in the representation of a consistent object pair, we focused our
investigation on the top 50 voxels in each ROI that could best discriminate between the two
consistent pairs used in the experiment. As a control, we also examined results from the top 50
voxels in each ROI that could best discriminate the inconsistent pairs.
As in Experiment 1, we again found a strong contextual association effect in pFs (Figure
1.6). Specifically, within the voxels that best discriminated the two consistent pairs, the
component-to-pair similar was significantly lower for the consistent than the inconsistent pairs
(t(9) = 3.62, p = .011, d = 1.14, corrected). No such effect was observed within the voxels that
best discriminated the two inconsistent pairs (t(9) = .37, p = .72, corrected). This resulted in a
significant interaction between spatial configuration (consistent vs inconsistent) and voxel
selection (F(1,9) = 6.85, p =. 028), but no significant main effects (Fs < 1.17, ps > .30).
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Figure 1.6. Results of Experiment 2. Component-to-pair similarity for the consistent and inconsistent pairs, both
within the voxels that best discriminated the consistent pairs, and within the voxels that best discriminated the
inconsistent pairs. Similar to Experiment 1, pFs exhibited the strongest effect of contextual association within the
voxels best discriminated the contextually associated pairs, with the component-to-pair pattern similarity lower for
the consistent than inconsistent pairs. Error bars indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

A similar pattern of results was also found in V4, with a significant interaction of spatial
configuration and voxel selection (F(1,9) = 7.00, p = .027) , a marginally significant main effect
of voxel selection (F(1,9) = 4.39, p = .066) and no main effect for spatial configuration (F(1,9)
= .77, p = .040).Within the voxels that best discriminated the two consistent pairs, the
component-to-pair similarity was significantly lower for the consistent than the inconsistent pairs
(t(9) = 3.26, p =.02, d = 1.03, corrected). No such effect was observed within the voxels that best
discriminated the two inconsistent pairs (t(9) = 1.05, p = .32, corrected). In LO, no significant
interaction or main effects was observed (Fs < 4.07, p > 0.75).
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The effect of spatial configuration was not observed in V1 to V3. In V3, a significant
interaction (F(1,9) = 8.31, p = .018) between the two factors was observed but in the opposite
direction; in V1, main effects of spatial configuration (F(1,9) = 8.14, p =. 019) and voxel
selection with marginal significance (F(1,9) = 4.39, p =. 066) were observed. No other main
effects or interactions reached significance (Fs < 1.93, ps >. 030).
When we examined the amount of overlap between the voxels best discriminated the two
consistent pairs and those that best discriminated the two inconsistent pairs, the overlap in pFs
(26.0 ± 3.9%) did not differ from that in V1 (30.1 ± 2.0%), V2 (29.6 ± 1.6%) or V3 (22.8 ± 1.4%)
(ts < .74, ps < .54, corrected).

Figure 1.7. Results of the synth-to-pair similarity measure from the two object selective regions LO and pFs from
Experiment 2. Error bars indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

Predicting object pair response with a linear model in pFs and LO. As in Experiment 1,
we generated synthesized pairs and measured the synth-to-pair similarity in pFs and LO. In both
ROIs, we observed significant interactions between spatial configuration and voxel selections
(Fs > 9.23, ps < .014). As depicted in Figure 1.7, the synth-to-pair similarity was lower for the
consistent than the inconsistent pairs within voxels that best discriminated the two consistent
pairs (ts > 2.98, ps < .031, ds > .93, corrected). This effect was not found within voxels that best
discriminate the two inconsistent pairs (ts < 0.81, ps > .44, corrected). No other main effects
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were found (Fs < .53, ps > .49), except for a significant main effect of voxel selection in LO
(F(1,9) = 5.34, p = .046). As in Experiment 1, these results showed that synthesized patterns
better predicted the response patterns of the unrelated than the related pairs in voxels that best
discriminated the related pairs in higher object processing regions, similar to those obtained with
the component-to-pair similarity measures.

1.4 Discussion
Contextual association among a pair of objects has been shown to significantly facilitate
object recognition by a number of behavioral studies (Biederman, 1972; Davenport, 2007;
Davenport & Potter, 2004; Gronau & Shachar, 2014, 2015; Munneke et al., 2013). In this study,
we investigated how such association may be represented in the human brain. We examined LO
and pFs, two high-level visual object processing regions as well as topographically defined early
visual areas V1 to V4. We studied the role of object pairing and spatial configuration on
contextual association, respectively, in Experiments 1 and 2.
In higher visual object processing regions, especially pFs, within a subset of voxels that
best differentiated the related pairs, we found that a contextually associated object pair was more
distinct from their component objects shown in isolation than was an object pair with two
unrelated objects (Experiment 1) or an object pair with two related objects but shown in a
spatially inconsistent manner (Experiment 2). This indicated a stronger nonlinear interaction
between the two objects when they form a meaningful object pair such that the whole was more
different from its components. This contextual association effect was largely absent in early
visual areas.
A previous fMRI MVPA study examined action-related object pair configurations (e.g., a
pitcher tilting towards a glass) and found no effect of such contextual association (Baeck et al.,
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2013). However, that study used classification rate, a less sensitive measure than the continuous
distance measure we employed here (Walther et al., 2016). Moreover, while this previous study
used objects with implied action, we studied contextual association without the influence from
implied action. These differences likely contributed to the different results obtained.
Recently, by using large objects that could form either a spatially consistent or
inconsistent two-object scene (e.g., a sofa in front of a TV or the reverse), it was found that in
LOC consistent scenes were less well predicted than the inconsistent scenes by the linear average
of their corresponding component objects (Kaiser & Peelen, 2018). This result is in agreement
with the finding from our Experiment 2 where we manipulated the spatial configurations of the
two objects in a pair. We showed here, however, that a contextual association effect could be
found for small objects distinct to scene processing. Moreover, we also showed that object
pairing, in addition to spatial configuration, contributed to the representation of contextual
association in higher visual object processing regions.
Previous studies have reported that in human visual object processing regions, the fMRI
response pattern of an unrelated object pair could be approximated by the linear average of the
patterns of the component objects shown alone (Macevoy & Epstein, 2009; MacEvoy & Epstein,
2011; Reddy et al., 2009). Here, in LO and pFs, we constructed synthesized object pair patterns
from the component objects using a linear average. These synthesized patterns better predicted
the patterns of the unrelated object pairs (Experiment 1) and the spatially inconsistent object
pairs (Experiment 2) than they did the patterns of the contextually associated object pairs. This
indicated that the representation of contextual association could not be simply derived from the
representations of the component objects by simply performing a linear average. But rather, the
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two component objects interacted nonlinearly to give rise to the representation of a contextually
related object pair.
Taken together, the present results indicated a more integrated representation for
contextually associated object pairs in higher ventral object processing regions, in particular pFs,
resulting in the whole to be more different from its components. Such nonlinear interactions
between related objects in a pair illustrate how learned contextual association and spatial
configuration may be represented in higher level visual object processing regions.
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2
2. Implied Action Does Not Affect the Neural
Representation of Contextual Association in Actionrelated Object Pairs

2.1 Introduction
We interact with familiar objects in the real world in predictable ways, such as pouring
the water from a pitcher into a glass. In this example, the pitcher is the active object and is being
manipulated directly to complete the intended action (pouring water), and the glass is the passive
object which remains mostly stationary during the action. Previous studies have shown that an
action-induced relationship between a pair of objects could facilitate object recognition. For
instance, patients with visual extinction showed improved object identification when objects
were positioned to imply an action (Riddoch, Humphreys, Edwards, Baker, & Willson, 2003).
Similarly, normal participants showed improved object recognition for a pair of objects with than
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without an implied action (i.e., an active object pointing to a passive object vs. an active object
pointing away from a passive object) (Roberts & Humphreys, 2011a, 2011b). However,
facilitated object recognition can also be observed for contextually related object pairs without
implied action (Auckland et al., 2007; Biederman, 1972; Davenport, 2007; Davenport & Potter,
2004; Gronau & Shachar, 2014). Gronau and Shachar (2015) additionally found that objects
were better recognized and memorized when they appeared in the expected locations within a
pair of contextually related objects, irrespective of whether or not the configuration between the
two objects implied potential action. Taken together, the role of implied action in facilitating
object recognition has not been consistently found in behavioral studies.
To understand the neural mechanisms mediating object pair representation, a previous
human fMRI MVPA decoding study manipulated both contextual association and the implied
action between a pair of objects (Baeck et al., 2013). This study, however, failed to find any
effect of contextual association or implied action in ventral object processing regions LO and pFs.
Contrary to this finding, in both experiments reported in Chapter 1, we found a contextual
association effect between a pair of related objects in ventral object processing regions, with the
strongest effect observed in pFs. Our findings were consistent with a recent report (Kaiser &
Peelen, 2018) that examined the representation of objects in a scene setting and found that
objects were more integrated when they were shown in a spatially consistent than inconsistent
configuration. It is likely that the analysis used by Baeck et al. (2013) was less sensitive than that
employed in our study and in Kaiser and Peelen (2018), resulting in the null effect reported.
Nevertheless, as neither our previous study nor Kaiser and Peelen (2018) examined actionrelated object pairs, the effect of implied action on the representation of contextual association
between a pair of objects remains unknown.
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To address this question, the present study examined how implied action may affect the
neural representation of contextual association in the human visual cortex using fMRI MVPA. In
Experiment 1, we varied the amount of implied action between a pair of related objects by
placing them in different configurations, e.g., with a pitcher either tilted and pointing towards a
glass, away from a glass, or placed side by side with a glass (see Figure 2.1A). In Experiment 2,
we varied the functional state of the active object, e.g., with a pair of scissors either open and
ready to cut a piece of paper or closed but still pointing to the paper (see Figure 2.1B). Following
the experiments in Chapter 1, we examined a set of independently defined regions of interests
(ROIs), including topographically defined early visual areas V1 to V4 and functionally defined
object processing regions LO and pFs.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Participants
Eight participants (three females; mean age, 33; range, 25-38) were tested in both fMRI
experiments with informed consent. All were right-handed and had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity. One additional participant was tested but excluded from the analyses due to
excessive head motion during the scan (> 3mm). This study was approved by the Committee on
the Use of Human Subjects at Harvard University.
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Figure 2.1. The stimuli used in the experiments and an example trial sequence. Passive objects and active objects
were paired together with different contextual association and implied action. Each object component was also
presented alone at the exact locations as it appeared within the different pairs. A. In Experiment 1, a pair of objects
could be either contextually related (e.g., a pitcher with a glass) or unrelated (e.g., a pitcher with a nail). They could
appear either in a familiar co-location (e.g., a pitcher pointing towards a glass), an unfamiliar co-location (e.g., a
pitcher pointing away from a glass) and an inactive co-location (e.g., a pitcher and a glass appeared side by side). B.
In Experiment 2, a pair of objects could be either contextually related (e.g., a nutcracker with a nut) or unrelated
(e.g., a scissor with a nut). The active object (e.g., scissor) could be either in a more active state (i.e., open and ready
to cut) or an inactive state (i.e., closed and not ready to cut). C. An example trial sequence from Experiment 1.
Participants were asked to detect a subtle size decrease of one of the objects.

2.2.2 Stimuli
Main experiment
Experiment 1. Two passive line-drawing objects (i.e., a nail and a glass) and two active
line-drawing objects (i.e., a hammer and a pitcher) with three different pointing directions (i.e.,
towards left, right or up) were paired to construct the object pairs (Figure 2.1A). The two passive
objects subtended maximally 3.5° x 3.5°and the two active objects subtended maximally 7.0° x
7.0°. The active objects were shown larger than the passive objects to resemble real-world visual
experience (e.g., in most cases, pitchers are larger than glasses). We manipulated both the
contextual association and the implied action co-location of the two objects in a pair. For the
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manipulation of contextual association, half of the pairings were contextually related (i.e., a
pitcher with a glass and a hammer with a nail), and the other half were unrelated (i.e., a pitcher
with a nail and a hammer with a glass). For the manipulation of implied action co-location, two
objects in a pair could be shown with a familiar co-location (e.g., a pitcher pointing towards a
glass), an unfamiliar co-location (e.g., a pitcher pointing way from a glass), or an inactive colocation (e.g., a pitcher and a glass appeared side by side).
Experiment 2. Two passive line-drawing objects (i.e., a piece of paper and a nut) and two
active line-drawing objects (i.e., a pair of scissors and a nutcracker) appearing in two functional
states were paired to create the different object pairs in this experiment (Figure 2.1B). The two
passive objects subtended maximally 3° x 3° and the two active objects subtended maximally 6°
x 6°. We manipulated both the contextual association of the two objects in a pair as well as the
functional state of the active objects. Half of the pairings were related (i.e., a nut with a
nutcracker and a piece of paper with a pair of scissors), and the other half was unrelated (i.e., a
nut with a pair of scissors; a piece of paper with a nutcracker). The active object (e.g., the
scissors) could be either in an active state (i.e., open and ready to cut) or a passive state (i.e.,
closed and not ready to cut).
Because all our participants were right-handed, to make the displays congruent with their
real-world experience, in all the object pairs, the passive objects would always appear on the left
side whereas the active object would always appear at the center and right side of the display.
Each object was also presented alone at the same locations as it would appear in the different
object pairs.
Localizers
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As in Chapter 1, to localizer object processing regions in ventral visual cortex, faces,
scenes, objects and phase-scrambled objects were used. Each stimulus image subtended
approximately 12.0° x 12.0°. To localize topographic maps in early visual areas, clockwise and
counterclockwise rotating colored polar wedge with flashing checkerboard stimuli (arc = 72°)
were used (Bettencourt & Xu, 2016b; Swisher et al., 2007). The polar wedge subtended 23.4° ×
17.5°.
2.2.3 Experimental design and procedures
Each participant underwent a scanning session consisting of 16 runs, with 8 runs for each
experiment. To ensure that participants maintained proper central fixation, we used an eyetracker (Eyelink 1000, SR Research) to monitor their eye movements throughout the study.
Object localizer and topographic runs were acquired in separate scan sessions.
The experimental design and procedures were adapted from the experiments in Chapter 1.
Participants viewed blocks of experimental stimuli. Each block lasted 8 s and consisted of a
sequential presentation of 10 trials showing the same object pair or a single object. Within each
trial, a stimulus was shown for 500 ms followed by 300 ms of fixation. A fixation block lasting 8
s was inserted between adjacent stimulus blocks as well as at the beginning and end of each run.
If the block contained single object trials, the object would be shown in either red or green in
alternating trials; and if the block contained object pair trials, the two component objects would
always be shown in different colors (either red or green), with each component object shown in
either red or green in alternating trials. Participants were asked to detect a subtle size decrease of
one of the objects, occurring randomly twice in each block. The size change could occur to either
object in a pair to ensure that participants paid equal attention to both objects in a pair. Each
stimulus condition appeared once within each run. In Experiment 1, each run lasted 5 min 28
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secs and contained two blocks of single passive objects, six blocks of single active objects (2
active objects x 3 orientations) and twelve blocks of object pairs (2 passive objects x 2 active
objects x 3 orientations of the active objects), totaling 20 blocks of trials. In Experiment 2, each
run lasted 3 min 52 secs and contained two blocks of passive objects, four blocks of active
objects (2 active objects x 2 states) and eight blocks of object pairs (2 passive objects x 2 active
objects x 2 states of the active objects), totaling 14 blocks of trials.
The experimental design and procedures of the object localizer and topographic mapping
runs were the same as those in Chapter 1. Each participant completed two runs of object
localizers and 4 to 6 runs of topographic mapping.
2.2.4 MRI data acquisition
MRI data for the main experiments were collected using a 32-channel phased-array head
coil on a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner at Harvard University, Center for Brain Center. Object
localizer and topographic mapping data were collected before the scanner upgrade using a
Siemens 3T Trio scanner. Visual displays were back-projected onto a screen located at the rear
end of the scanner bore; participants viewed the displays through an angled mirror mounted on
the head coil. Stimulus presentation and response collection were controlled by a MacBook Pro
laptop running Matlab with Psychtoolbox extension (Brainard, 1997).
Functional data from the main experiments were acquired using a T2*-weighted echoplanar gradient echo pulse sequence (84 oblique axial slices at a 25° angle off the anterior and
posterior commissure line, TR = 2 sec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle = 80 degrees, no skip, 1.5 x 1.5
x 1.5 mm voxel size; multi-band acceleration factor = 3). Functional data from the object
localizer runs were acquired using a T2*-weighted echo-planar gradient echo pulse sequence (30
slices parallel to the anterior and posterior commissure line, TR = 2 sec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle
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= 90°, no skip, 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm voxel size). Topographic data were acquired using T2*weighted echo-planar gradient echo pulse sequence with slightly different parameters (42 slices
parallel to the anterior and posterior commissure line, TR = 2600 sec, TE = 30 msec, flip angle =
90°, no skip, 3.125 x 3.125 x 3 mm voxel size). Because the localizer data were projected onto
the volume view and then onto the flattened cortical surface of each participant, the exact slice
prescriptions used had minimal impact on the final results.
2.2.5 Data analysis
fMRI data collected were analyzed with Freesurfer and in-house MATLAB codes. Data
preprocessing included motion correction, intensity normalization, and slice timing correction.
Spatial smoothing with 5-mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) was applied to the object
localizer data following the protocol described in Chapter 1. Spatial smoothing with 3-mm
FWHM was applied to the main experimental data. The preprocessed time course data were then
fitted with general linear models (GLM) with the hemodynamic response lag in the data
accounted for. The resulting beta weights were used for all subsequent univariate and
multivariate analyses.
ROI definition. Topographic areas V1 to V4 (Figure 1.2A) were localized by examining
phase reversals in the polar angle maps (Swisher et al., 2007). LO and pFs (Figure 1.2B) were
defined as a set of contiguous voxels showing significantly higher activation (p < .01,
uncorrected) to objects than to phase-scrambled objects in lateral occipital and posterior fusiform
gyrus regions (Grill-Spector et al., 1998; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001). Anatomical labels
provided by Freesurfer were used to further guide the definitions of those regions. As in Chapter
1, when defining pFs, any voxels that overlapped with V4 were excluded, ensuring that pFs and
V4 were independent of each other. In both experiments, no significant interactions were
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observed between hemisphere and the factors of interest (Fs < 3.67, p > .088) in all the ROIs
examined. Consequently, results from the two hemispheres were averaged together in all the
results reported.
MVPA. The beta weights of the different conditions were extracted from each voxel of
each ROI by overlaying the predefined ROIs onto the experimental data. Fisher's z transformed
correlation coefficients (r) were then used to measure fMRI response pattern similarity between
the different conditions. All the analyses were done separately within each participant and then
combined to perform group-level statistical analyses.
We followed the analysis procedure described in Chapter 1, but with some modifications
to better adapt to the current MRI acquisition parameters and experimental designs. First, we
updated the number of informative voxels selected. Due to the increase in spatial resolution, the
number of voxels in the current study was about six times the number of voxels in the same ROI
examined in the experiments reported in Chapter 1 (see Appendix Table S1 for the averaged
voxel number of each ROI). To ensure that comparable sizes of brain regions were examined in
both chapters, we selected 300 informative voxels in this experiment instead of 50 as was done
in the experiments in Chapter 1. Second, in addition to contextual association, we also
manipulated the amount of implied action in the current study. Because univariate response
amplitudes differed across object pairs with different amount of implied action (see the results of
univariate analysis), informative voxels were selected separately for each implied action
condition.
Following the methods described in Chapter 1, we focused our analysis on the voxels that
showed the best discrimination between the related pairs, separately for each implied action
condition. In each ROI, we used a t-test to select the top 300 voxels that would best discriminate
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between the two object pairs of interest. This was done by comparing the beta values from the
two pairs across all eight runs for each voxel and selecting the top 300 voxels that showed the
best discrimination. Within these selected voxels, the correlation of fMRI response patterns
between a pair and a component object was obtained. This component-to-pair similarity was then
compared between the related and unrelated pairs. If contextual information was contained in the
neural representation of the related pairs, lower component-to-pair similarity would be observed
for the related than the unrelated pairs whose neural representation would not contain such
information. In contrast, within the voxels that best discriminated the two unrelated pairs, the
component-to-pair similarity should be similar for the related and the unrelated pairs. We also
replicated the above analyses with the selection of the top 600 voxels and obtained virtually
identical results.
In LO and pFs, we further examined the similarity between the actual patterns of an
object pair and its synthesized patterns generated from the components objects (i.e., synth-to-pair
similarity) with a linear combination (Macevoy & Epstein, 2009; MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011;
Reddy et al., 2009). The synth-to-pair similarity was compared between the related and the
unrelated pairs. This comparison was made separately within voxels that best discriminated
between the related pairs and within those that best discriminated between the unrelated pairs.
Univariate analyses. Analyses were also conducted to compare the averaged response
amplitudes of the different conditions within each ROI.
All t-tests performed were two-tailed. Greenhouse–Geisser correction was applied to the
ANOVAs when the sphericity assumption was violated. To correct for multiple comparisons,
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was applied with false discovery rate (FDR) set at .05 and the
corrected p values were reported.
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2.3 Results
In behavioral studies, the role of implied action in facilitating object recognition has not
been consistently found, with studies reporting both the presence and absence of such an effect
(Gronau & Shachar, 2015; Riddoch et al., 2003; Roberts & Humphreys, 2011a, 2011b). In
neuroimaging studies, despite the impact of contextual association on the neural representation
of an object pair (Kaiser & Peelen, 2018; Chapter 1 of the present thesis), how implied action
may affect the neural representation of a contextually associated object pair also remains largely
unknown. In the present study, using fMRI MVPA, we examined the effect of implied action on
the neural representation of a pair of contextually associated object pair in human visual object
processing regions LO and pFs and early visual areas V1 to V4.
Table 2.1. Mean fMRI response amplitudes and SE from Experiment 1.
They were calculated from the averaged beta values derived from the GLM.

Familiar

Unfamiliar

Inactive

Related

Unrelated

Related

Unrelated

Related

Unrelated

V1

-.016
(.044)

.066
(.044)

.073
(.039)

.135
(.039)

.237
(.039)

.233
(.039)

V2

.242
(.033)

.300
(.033)

.323
(.034)

.384
(.034)

.517
(.030)

.496
(.030)

V3

.493
(.029)

.532
(.029)

.596
(.031)

.651
(.031)

.845
(.028)

.849
(.028)

V4

.684
(.030)

.718
(.030)

.786
(.022)

.874
(.022)

.838
(.028)

.888
(.028)

LO

1.023
(.032)

1.045
(.032)

1.087
(.036)

1.189
(.036)

1.197
(.038)

1.261
(.038)

pFs

.439
(.019)

.454
(.019)

.441
(.021)

.481
(.021)

.472
(.027)

.525
(.027)

2.3.1 Experiment 1: Action co-location
In this experiment, passive objects were either paired with contextually related active
objects or contextually unrelated active objects. To vary the amount of implied action present,
the two objects in a pair were shown either in a familiar co-location, unfamiliar co-location, or an
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inactive co-location configuration. Passive and active objects were also shown in isolation at the
same locations as they appeared within the object pairs. Participants viewed the object displays
and detected an occasional size change of the objects. The overall behavioral performance was
93.2 ± 3.5% with no difference between object pairs and single objects (t(7) = .6, p = . 56).
Univariate analysis. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 2.1. As expected, object
pairs elicited higher average response amplitudes than single objects in all the ROIs (ts > 3.49, ps
<. 011, corrected). Because the active objects were presented at different spatial locations to
create object pairs with different co-locations (see Figure 2.1A), the visual field coverage of the
object pairs differed across the different co-location conditions. A 2x3 repeated measures
ANOVA with contextual association (related vs. unrelated pairs) and implied action (familiar colocation vs. unfamiliar co-location vs. inactive co-location) as factors revealed a significant main
effect of action co-location in early visual areas (Fs > 4.37, ps <. 052) and in LO (F(2,14) = 6.62,
p = .021). No other main effect or interaction was significant (Fs < 3.19, ps > .11).
Multivariate analysis of implied action on contextual association representation. In
Chapter 1, we found that within a subset of the voxels that best discriminated between the two
related pairs, a related (i.e., contextually associated) object pair was less similar to their
component objects shown in isolation than an unrelated object pair was to its component objects.
In this experiment, we aimed to replicate this finding and additionally examine whether implied
action would enhance, reduce or exert no influence on how a pair of related objects may be
represented. To vary the amount of implied action, we manipulated action co-location between
the active and passive objects in a pair. If implied action enhances contextual association, we
expected to see a larger contextual association effect in object pairs with a greater amount of
implied action. On the other hand, if implied action reduces contextual association, we expected
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to see a smaller contextual association effect in object pairs with a greater amount of implied
action. Lastly, if implied action has no influence on contextual association, we expected to see
similar contextual association effects regardless of the amount of implied action. In each ROI,
we focused our investigation on the top 300 voxels that best discriminated between the two
related pairs in each condition and also examined the results from the top 300 voxels that best
discriminated the two unrelated pairs in each condition.
We observed a strong contextual association effect in pFs (Figure 2.2). A 3 x 2 x 2
repeated measures ANOVA with implied action (familiar co-location vs. unfamiliar co-location
vs. inactive co-location), contextual association (related vs. unrelated), and voxel selection
(voxels best discriminating the related vs the unrelated pair) as within-subject factors showed a
significant interaction between contextual association and voxel selection (F(1,7) = 32.07, p
= .001). Implied action, however, did not interact with contextual association. The 3-way
interaction among contextual association, voxel selection and implied action, and the 2-way
interactions between implied action and either of the other two factors did not reach significance
(Fs < .65, p > .53). No other significant main effects were observed (Fs < 3.56, ps > .082).
Within the voxels that best discriminated the related pairs, a significant main effect of contextual
association (F(1,7) = 12.21, p = .010) were found, indicating lower component-to-pair similarity
for related pairs. Within the voxels that best discriminated the unrelated pairs, the main effect of
contextual association was also significant but in the opposite direction (F(1,7) = 21.94, p
= .0022). The interaction between two factors were observed in neither selection of voxels (Fs <
1.10, ps > .35).
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Figure 2.2. Results of Experiment 1. Within the voxels best discriminated the related pairs and those best
discriminated the unrelated pairs (selected separately for each implied action condition), the component-to-pair
similarity was shown for the related pairs and the unrelated pairs with different action co-locations. In pFs, a strong
effect of contextual association was observed with no influence from implied action. LO and V4 showed similar but
weaker effects. Error bars indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01.

In LO and V4, we also observed the effect of contextual association with no influence
from implied action. There was a significant 2-way interaction between contextual association
and voxel selection (Fs > 13.85, ps < .007), but no 3-way interaction or 2-way interactions
between implied action and either of the other two factors (Fs < 3.37, ps > .074). In both regions,
significant main effects were observed for implied action (Fs > 4.67, ps < .030), but not for
contextual association or voxel selection (Fs < 1.44, ps > .27). This was likely because the active
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object in the familiar co-location condition was presented at a more peripheral location than that
in the other two conditions, resulting in an overall less robust representation for the objects in
that condition. The main effect of contextual association was found in LO within the selection of
most discriminative voxels for both related pairs (marginally significant, F(1,7) = 5.33, p = .054)
and unrelated pairs (F(1,7) = 21.93, p = .002) but with opposite directions, with no interaction
with the amount of implied action (Fs < 1.03, p > .37). Neither effect was observed in V4 in
either selection of voxels (Fs < 1.76, ps > .23).
In V1 to V3, we only observed a marginal significant 2-way interaction between
contextual association and the amount of implied action (F(1,7) = 5.09, p = .059) in V3, no other
main effects, 2-way or 3-way interaction between factors were found (Fs < 3.61, ps > .099).
Within the selection of voxels that best discriminated the related pairs or unrelated pairs, none of
the main effect of contextual association or the interaction between two factors was significant
(Fs < 1.93, ps > .20) except for a marginal significant effect for contextual association in V1
(F(1,7) = 4.81, p = .064).
Predicting object pair response patterns with a linear average in pFs and LO. In pFs
and LO, we used a linear average to generate synthesized pair patterns and measured the synthto-pair similarity as we did in the experiments in Chapter 1 (Figure 2.3). Since no significant 3way interaction (Fs < 1.60, ps > .24) or 2-way interactions between implied action and either of
the other two factors were observed (Fs < 2.08, ps > .18), the synth-to-pair similarity was
averaged across the different implied action conditions. There was a significant interaction
between contextual association and voxel selection (F(1,7) > 26.93 , p < .002). No other main
effect was found in either LO or pFs (Fs < .98, p > .36). These results showed that similar to the
results obtained with the component-to-pair similarity, synthesized patterns better predicted the
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response patterns of the unrelated than the related pairs in voxels that best discriminated the
related pairs in object processing regions.

Figure 2.3. Results of the synth-to-pair similarity measure from Experiment 1. Synth-to-pair similarity averaged
across the different implied action conditions was shown for the related pairs and the unrelated pairs, within the
voxels best discriminated the related pairs and the voxels best discriminated the unrelated pairs. Error bars indicate
the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

2.3.2 Experiment 2: Functional State
In Experiment 1, we examined how implied action would affect the representation of
contextual association between a pair of objects by manipulating the amount of implied action
between the active and passive objects in a pair. In Experiment 2, we aimed to replicate the
results of Experiment 1 with a different action manipulation. Specifically, we created object pairs
with different amount of implied action by changing the functional state of the active object (e.g.,
a pair of opened scissors with a piece of paper or a pair of closed scissors with a piece of paper).
Component objects were also shown in isolation at the same locations as they appeared within
the object pairs. Participants performed the same size change detection task as they did in
Experiment 1. The overall behavioral size change detection accuracy was 91.0 ± 5.5% with no
difference between object pairs and single objects (t(7) = .63, p = .55) .
Univariate analysis. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 2.2. As expected, object
pairs elicited higher average response amplitudes than single objects in all the ROIs examined (ts
> 4.30, p < .003). When the active object was in the open state, it occupied a larger area than
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when it was in the closed state (Figure 2.1B). Consequently, there was a main effect of implied
action (open vs. state) in early visual areas V1-V3 (Fs > 7.09, ps < .032). This main effect,
however, was absent in V4, LO, and pFs (Fs < 1.82, ps > .22). No main effect of contextual
association (related vs. unrelated) or the interaction between functional state and contextual
association was observed in any of the ROI examined (Fs < .98, ps > .36).
Table 2.2. Mean fMRI response amplitudes and SE from Experiment 2.
They were calculated from the averaged beta values derived from the GLM.

Open

Closed

Related

Unrelated

Related

Unrelated

V1

.143 (.039)

.166 (.039)

.097 (.035)

.025 (.035)

V2

.424 (.029)

.416 (.029)

.363 (.025)

.325 (.025)

V3

.744 (.031)

.729 (.031)

.664 (.025)

.652 (.025)

V4

.877 (.028)

.847 (.028)

.819 (.028)

.835 (.028)

LO

1.206 (.040)

1.191 (.040)

1.144 (.027)

1.211 (.027)

pFs

.497 (.022)

.465 (.022)

.481 (.023)

.495 (.023)

Multivariate analysis of implied action on contextual association. As in Experiment 1, we
focused our multivariate analyses on the top 300 voxels in each ROI that could best discriminate
between the two related pairs used in each functional state. As controls, we also examined the
results from the top 300 voxels in each ROI that could best discriminate the unrelated pairs.
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Figure 2.4. Results of Experiment 2 showing the component-to-pair similarity for the related and unrelated pairs,
within the voxels that best discriminated the related pairs, or within the voxels that best discriminated the unrelated
pairs. Similar to Experiment 1, pFs exhibited a strong effect of contextual association, with the component-to-pair
pattern similarity lower for the related than the unrelated pairs within the voxels best discriminated the related pairs.
Error bars indicate the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

As in Experiment 1, the effect of contextual association was found in pFs, but with no
effect of the implied action (Figure 2.4). A 2 x 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA with implied
action (open vs. closed), contextual association (related vs. unrelated), and voxel selection
(voxels best discriminating the related vs the unrelated pair) as factors showed a significant
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interaction between contextual association and voxel selection (F(1,7) = 11.57, p = .011) and a
main effect of voxel selection ( F(1,7) = 8.67, p = .022). No other main effect or interaction was
found (Fs < 1.29, ps > .29). In addition, a significant main effect of contextual association were
found within the voxels that best discriminated related pairs (F(1,7) = 16.13, p = .005), but not
within the voxels that best discriminated unrelated pairs (F(1,7) = .073, p = .79). No interaction
was observed in either selection of voxels (Fs < 2.85, ps > .135).
In the other ROIs examined (Figure 2.4), we observed a significant main effect of voxel
selection (F(1,7) = 7.98, p = .026), a marginal significant 3-way interaction (F (1,7) = 5.29, p
= .055) in V4, and a marginal significant 2-way interaction between the amount of implied action
and voxel selection (F(1,7) = 4.62, p = .066). No other significant main effects or interactions
were observed (Fs < 4.08, p > .083).
Within the voxels that best discriminated related pairs, the main effect of contextual
association was significant in V4 (F(1,7) = 7.42, p = .030) and marginally significant in LO
(F(1,7) = 5.52, p = .051); with no interaction with the amount of implied action in V4 (F(1,7)
= .28 , p = .62) and marginally significant interaction in LO (F(1,7) = 5.26, p = .056). Within the
voxels that best discriminated unrelated pairs, neither the main effect of contextual association or
the interaction was significant in V4 and LO (Fs < 3.10, p > .12). In V1 to V3, we didn’t find
main effects of interactions in either selection of voxels (Fs < 3.98, p > .086).
Predicting object pair response patterns with a linear average in pFs and LO. In LO and
pFs, we generated synthesized pair patterns from the linear average of the component object
patterns and measured the synth-to-pair similarity, which was then averaged across the different
implied action conditions. Significant interactions between contextual association and voxel
selection were found in both ROIs (Fs > 7.93, ps < .026), with no other main effects (Fs < 3.24,
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ps > .11). In pFs (Figure 2.5), within the voxels that best discriminated the related object pairs,
the synth-to-pair similarity was significantly lower for the related pairs than the unrelated pairs
(t(7) = - 3.23, p = .029, d = - 1.14, corrected). In contrast, no such effect was found within the
voxels that best discriminated unrelated object pairs (t(7) = .50, p = .63, corrected). Therefore, in
voxels that best discriminated the related pairs, response patterns of the related pairs were less
well predicted by the synthesized patterns than that in the unrelated pairs. In LO, the synth-topair similarity of related object pairs did not differ significantly from that of the unrelated object
pairs in either set of discriminative voxels (-1.32 < ts < 1.13, ps > .29, corrected).

Figure 2.5. Results of the synth-to-pair similarity measure from Experiment 2. Synth-to-pair similarity averaged
across the different implied action conditions was shown for the related pairs and the unrelated pairs, within the
voxels best discriminated the related pairs and the voxels best discriminated the unrelated pairs. Error bars indicate
the within-subject SEMs. *p<.05, **p<.01 (FDR corrected).

2.4 Discussion
In this study, we investigated how the amount of implied action may affect the
representation of contextual association of a pair of objects in the human brain. We examined LO
and pFs, two high-level visual object processing regions as well as topographically defined early
visual areas V1 to V4. We manipulated the configuration of the active and passive objects in a
pair in Experiment 1 and the functional state of the active object in a pair in Experiment 2. In
higher visual object processing region, especially pFs, in both experiments we replicated the
contextual association effect reported in Chapter 1 and found that within the voxels that best
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discriminated the contextually associated pairs related pairs were represented more distinctively
from their component objects shown in isolation than the unrelated pairs. In other words,
contextual association increased the integration between the objects in a pair resulting in the
whole being more different from its parts. Such effect of contextual association, however,
remained the same irrespective of the amount of implied action between the active and passive
objects (Experiment 1) or the functional state of the active object in the pair (Experiment 2).
Thus, the integration of the objects in a contextually associated object pair was unaffected by the
amount of implied action between the two objects.
Baeck et al. (2013) compared the neural representation of action-related object pairs in a
meaningful context (i.e., related pairs) and those of object pairs in three non-meaningful contexts
(i.e., related pairs shown in a spatially inconsistent manner, unrelated pairs with one object
displayed above the other object or the reverse). They failed to observe a contextual association
effect on neural representation in object processing regions in the ventral visual cortex. Two
factors may account for this null finding. First, the classification rate they employed was a less
sensitive measure than the continuous distance measure we used here (Walther et al., 2016).
Second, although they also focused their analyses on the most informative voxels, their voxel
selection was based on the discrimination between any two object pairs. Because they have three
conditions of non-meaningful context and one condition of meaningful context, their voxel
selection thus likely included voxels that were not involved in the representation of the related
object pairs.
Besides measuring the similarity in neural representation between an object pair and its
component object, as in Baeck et al. (2013), we also constructed synthesized response patterns
for the object pairs by averaging the response patterns of the component objects in LO and pFs.
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In these regions, previous studies have reported that the fMRI response pattern of an unrelated
object pair could be approximated by the linear average of the patterns of the component objects
shown alone (Macevoy & Epstein, 2009; MacEvoy & Epstein, 2011; Reddy et al., 2009). Within
the subsets of voxels that best discriminated contextually associated pairs, patterns of unrelated
object pairs could be better predicted from their synthesized patterns than those of related pairs.
The representation of contextual association thus could not be simply derived from a linear
combination of the representations of the component objects.
In this study, we replicated the contextual association effect reported in Chapter 1 with
two different sets of related objects. While the objects in Chapter 1 were shown in a top and
bottom configuration (e.g., a cake on a cake platter), the passive and active objects were
presented in a left and right configuration in this study. The converging results from both
chapters showed that the representation of contextual association between a pair of objects in the
human visual cortex was not restricted to a particular spatial arrangement of objects, but rather, it
appeared to be independent of where objects may appear in the pair. This suggests that the
observed contextual association effect was unlikely to be constrained by the stimuli we used but
may be generalized to large sets of contextually associated pairs.
A recent behavioral study demonstrated that implied action between a pair of two objects
could be perceived without the presence of contextual information (S. Xu & Heinke, 2017), such
as in unrelated pairs (e.g., a saw and a bowl) and novel pairs (e.g., a nail and a novel object).
Within these object pairs that are not contextually associated, the authors observed strong effects
of implied actions (S. Xu, Humphreys, & Heinke, 2015) by comparing object pairs with a strong
implied action (an active object pointing towards a passive object) and those with a weak implied
action (objects pointing away each other). Such results indicated that implied action could be
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perceived directly without the associated contexts. In agreement with this dissociation between
associated context and implied action, the present study also showed that implied action was not
part of the representation of contextual association in human visual object processing region pFs,
as implied action did no modulate the effect of contextual association observed there. It is
possible that neural substrates that we did not examine in the current study are involved in
representing the implied action in an object pair (Lingnau & Downing, 2015; Maranesi, Bonini,
& Fogassi, 2014). Future work is needed to characterize such neural substrates.
To summarize, the present chapter revealed that in the human high-level object
processing regions pFs, the amount of implied action did not affect the representation of a pair of
contextually associated objects. This suggests a likely independence between the neural
representations of contextual association and implied action.
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3
3. The Neural Representation of Relational
Configuration Among Multiple Objects

3.1 Introduction
In everyday visual environment, we often encounter multiple visual objects arranged in
different layouts. Consider a pen, a mug and a notepad placed on a tabletop: They could either be
equally close to each other forming a dense layout, equally far from each other forming a
dispersed layout, or with two of them being closer to each other than to the third one forming a
clustered layout. Suppose you need to add a cell phone to the clustered layout. You could place
the cell phone either next to the lone item or place it next to the two closely grouped items. In
either case, the four items on the tabletop would form two clusters, either with each containing
two objects or with one containing one and the other containing three objects. In this study, we
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examined how the layout of a set of objects would be represented in the human visual processing
regions.
Behavioral research has shown that the information about stimulus layout is
automatically encoded and maintained in visual working memory, even over a considerably long
delay interval, and such information can facilitate stimulus retrieval and change detection
(Gmeindl et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2000; Woodman et al., 2003). Likewise, learning the global
layout of a scene can facilitate item change detection at a local level (Conci & Müller, 2014).
The spatial layout of a multi-item display thus appears to be an important part of how we encode
and remember the display during visual processing.
Decades of neuroscience research has documented extensively the role of the macaque
inferior temporal (IT) cortex in visual object representation, with IT neurons exhibiting
selectivity to complex object features (DiCarlo et al., 2012; Hung et al., 2005; Kriegeskorte et al.,
2008; Tanaka, 1993; Tsao et al., 2006), IT neurons also exhibit sensitivity to the relative
positions of the parts on a multiple-part object (Brincat & Connor, 2004, 2006). This suggests
that IT neurons encode how object parts are laid out on an object during visual object processing.
Similar to the macaque IT cortex (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008), in the human brain, the
lateral occipital (LO) and posterior fusiform (pFs) regions (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Malach et
al., 1995) have been shown to participate in successful visual object detection and identification
(Grill-spector et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2007). Lesions in these regions often lead to object
agnosia, an inability to recognize visual objects (James et al., 2003; Karnath et al., 2009; Konen
et al., 2011). Meanwhile, despite our knowledge of how single objects are represented in the
primate occipito-temporal cortex, how multiple objects are represented with respect to each other
and where the layout information among objects may be encoded remain largely unknown.
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In a separate line of research, previous studies have documented the involvement of
posterior parietal regions in processing multiple visual objects. Specifically, while the inferior
IPS has been shown to be involved in selecting and individuating multiple visual objects through
their location (Xu & Chun, 2006; Xu & Jeong, 2015), superior IPS has been shown to be
involved in the encoding of the selected objects into visual working memory (Todd & Marois,
2004; Xu & Chun, 2006). These two IPS regions overlap substantially with parietal topographic
maps (Bettencourt & Xu, 2016b). Despite their participation in the processing of multiple visual
objects, whether or not the layout of objects is explicitly encoded in these IPS regions has not
been investigated.
Given the importance of layout information in multi-object perception as documented in
behavioral research, in the present study, using fMRI and multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA),
we examined the representation of such layout information in topographically defined early
visual areas V1 to V4 and functionally defined human object processing regions LO, pFs. We
also examined responses in parahippocampal place area (PPA), a ventral visual region involved
in scene perception (for a review, see Epstein & Kanwisher, 2008, Epstein & Vass, 2014). In
addition to encoding the spatial properties of scenes (Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Kravitz,
Kriegeskorte, & Baker, 2010; Park, Brady, Greene, & Oliva, 2011), PPA has been shown to
represent object information (Harel, Kravitz, & Baker, 2013). We also examined responses in
functionally defined inferior and superior IPS. To avoid the influence of semantic association
among real-world objects (Bar, 2004; Kaiser, Stein, & Peelen, 2014), we employed two types of
artificial stimuli to create our multi-item displays. In particular, we used the novel objects (Op de
Beeck, Deutsch, Vanduffel, Kanwisher, & DiCarlo, 2008) that have been used in prior fMRI
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studies and the abstract shapes (Gallant, Connor, Rakshit, Lewis, & Van Essen, 1996) that have
been used in a previous neurophysiological studies.
In Experiment 1, we varied the locations of the three items presented on a donut-shaped
background to generate the “dense”, “dispersed”, and “clustered” layouts. In Experiment 2, we
manipulated the grouping of four items to generate two different four-item layouts. To obtain
location-invariant layout representation, in both experiments, we varied the exact locations of the
items on the donut such that, within a block of trials, each possible target location on the donut
was occupied equally often in the different layout conditions. In both experiments, we generated
the displays separately with the novel objects and with the abstract shapes. This allowed us to
examine both layout decoding and its generalization across the specific items shown in the
display. Together they would inform us whether item layout is explicitly represented in human
visual processing regions and whether such representation is independent of item identity. The
decoding of item identity was also examined to help us understand whether the same or different
brain regions are involved in the representation of item layout and identity.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Participants
Twelve paid participants took part in Experiment 1 (5 females; mean age, 30.6 years old;
range, 25 - 41) and 11 paid participants took part in Experiment 2 (7 females; mean age, 29.7
years old; range, 26 - 42). Of these, six participants were tested in both experiments. Three
additional participants were also tested (two for Experiment 1 and one for Experiment 2) but
were excluded from data analyses due to excessive head motion (> 3 mm). All participants gave
informed consent before their participation. All participants were right handed and had normal or
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corrected-to-normal visual acuity. The experiments were approved by the Committee on the Use
of Human Subjects at Harvard University.
3.2.2 Stimuli
Experiment 1.
Three novel objects (Op de Beeck et al., 2008) and three abstract shapes (Gallant et al.,
1996) were used to construct the three-item displays with different layout configurations (Figure
3.1A). Each item subtended approximately 3.5° x 3.5°. We placed these items on a donut-shaped
background, which subtended approximately 13.5° x 13.5° on its outer parameter and 4.5° x 4.5°
on its inner parameter. There were 12 possible item locations spaced equally around the donut
shape (Figure 3.1B). We generated the three-item displays by placing the items on the donut in
three different layout configurations. In the "dense" layout, the items were placed close to each
other and could occupy adjacent (i.e., the closest non-overlapping) locations (e.g., locations 1,3
and 11); in the "dispersed" layout, the items were maximally spread out (e.g., locations 1, 5 and
9); and in the "clustered" layout, two items were adjacent to each other, and the third item was at
the furthest distance from either of the first two items (e.g., locations 1, 6, and 8). To create
location-invariance layout representation, within a block of 24 trials, the exact item locations on
the donut varied in 12 orientations and each orientation was shown twice. As such each location
was occupied equally often across the three display types (Figure 3.1C). To examine whether
layout representation depended on item identity, the same layout was generated either with the
novel objects or the abstract shapes. We additionally manipulated the exact pairing among the
items in the "clustered" layout. This manipulation did not generate any significant effect, and
thus the different pairings of the "clustered" layout were averaged in the final analysis. To
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summarize, we employed three layouts (dense, dispersed, or clustered) and two item types (novel
objects or abstract shapes), resulting in a total of six different conditions.

Figure 3.1. Stimuli, design and the construction of the displays in Experiment 1. A. Three novel objects or abstract
shapes were placed on a donut-shaped background to create the "dense," "dispersed," and "clustered" layouts. Three
control displays depicting the spatial envelopes of the layout displays were also included. B. The 12 possible item
locations on the donut-shaped background. C. An illustration of all 12 possible orientations shown in a block of
trials for the clustered layout.

Besides layout differences, the three layout conditions we employed also differed in their
overall spatial envelopes, such that the dispersed condition had a much larger spatial envelope
than that of the dense condition. To understand how spatial envelope may contribute to layout
representation, we included control conditions and directly examined the representation of the
spatial envelopes of the different layouts (Figure 3.1A). These control conditions (i.e., "densecontrol," "dispersed-control," and "clustered-control") contained filled triangles with rounded
corners that shared the same spatial envelope as the corresponding layout conditions. These
spatial envelope shapes were created by turning the object/shape shown in the layout conditions
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into solid grey circles, connecting them with their external tangents, and then filling the space
inside the polygon created by the external tangents with solid grey.
Experiment 2
To replicate the results from Experiment 1 and to further control spatial envelope
differences between the different layout conditions, in this experiment, we generated two
different layout displays with the same spatial envelope (Figure 3.2A). To increase grouping and
reduce the competition between the items (Beck & Kastner, 2009; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2001),
all items in a given display were identical. Each display contained four items shown on two
invisible rings (Figure 3.2B), forming two clusters with either two items in each cluster (evenlyclustered), or with one in one cluster and three in the other cluster (unevenly-clustered). Both the
“evenly-clustered” and “unevenly-clustered” displays contained three items on an invisible outer
ring and one item on an invisible inner ring. On the invisible outer ring, there were 18 possible
item locations evenly spaced around the ring. For the three items on the invisible outer ring, two
of them were close to each other, and the third one was at the furthest distance from either of the
first two items (e.g., locations 1, 9, and 11). On the invisible inner ring, there were six possible
item locations evenly spaced around the ring. One inner location could be paired with three
locations on the outer ring to form an “evenly-clustered” display (e.g., locations A and 1,9,11),
or with another three outer locations to form an “unevenly-clustered” display (e.g., locations A
and 7,15,17). Within a block of 18 trials of a given layout display type, the items were shown
rotated around the central fixation in six orientations and these six orientations were repeated
three times. As such each location on each invisible ring was occupied equally often within a
block of trials for both display types (Figure 3.2C). The same three novel objects (Op de Beeck
et al., 2008) and three abstract shapes (Gallant et al., 1996) used in Experiment 1 were used here.
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The whole display subtended approximately 9.5° x 9.5°, with each item subtended approximately
3° x 3°. There were thus two layout conditions (evenly vs. unevenly-clustered) and two stimulus
conditions (novel object vs. abstract shape), resulting in a total of four different conditions in this
experiment.

Figure 3.2. Stimuli, design and the construction of the displays in Experiment 2. A. Four identical novel objects or
abstract shapes were used to generate the “evenly-clustered” and “unevenly-clustered” displays. These two displays
shared the same spatial envelope but differed in how items were laid out in each display. B. Illustrations of all six
possible orientations shown within a block of trials for both layout conditions. C. The 18 and 6 possible locations
on the invisible outer and inner rings, respectively.

Localizer experiments
Topographic Mapping. To localize early visual areas V1 to V4, clockwise and
counterclockwise-rotating colored polar wedges with flashing checkerboard stimuli (arc = 72°)
were used (Bettencourt & Xu, 2016b; Swisher et al., 2007). The polar wedge subtended 23.4° ×
17.5° and swept across the entire screen.
Superior IPS localizers. Following Xu and Chun (2006) and Xu and Jeong (2015), seven
simple shapes were used, each subtended maximally 3.0° x 3.0°.
LOC and inferior IPS localizers. Grey-scale images of male and female faces, indoor and
outdoor scenes, everyday objects (e.g., food, tools, and other human-made objects), sets of four
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different objects, and phase-scrambled version of the everyday objects were used to localize LO,
pFs, and inferior IPS. Each stimulus image subtended approximately 12.0° x 12.0°.
3.2.3 Experimental design and procedures
In both experiments, eye movements were monitored during the scan with an eye-tracker
(EyeLink 1000) to ensure proper central fixation throughout the study. Functional localizer and
topographic localizer runs were acquired in a scanning session separate from the main
experimental runs.
Experiment 1
Each experimental run contained 18-sec stimulus blocks interleaved with 9-sec fixation
blocks. The same fixation block also appeared at the beginning and end of each run. Each
stimulus block contained 24 sequentially presented displays with the same layout and the same
type of items but rotated around the central fixation. There were a total of 12 possible rotated
configurations of the same layout. Each appeared twice in a block of trials. When arranging the
sequence of displays in a block, we made sure that adjacent displays did not involve a 30° or
180° rotation of the display, as those rotations tended to generate an apparent motion between the
successive displays. Each display was presented for 500 ms and followed by a 250 ms fixation.
To engage participants' attention on the display, we employed a task that was orthogonal to the
purpose of the experiment. Specifically, participants viewed the displays and detected a small
size decrease of one of the items. This occurred twice in each block. Each run contained two
blocks of the dense displays, two blocks of the dispersed displays, and six blocks of the clustered
displays (to account for the different ways the three items could be grouped). Half of the blocks
contained novel objects, and the other half contained abstract shapes. Participants completed a
total of 12 runs, each lasting 5 min 33 secs.
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The control runs were structured similarly to the experimental runs, except with the
control displays replacing the stimulus displays. Participants viewed the control displays and
detected a randomly appearing dot on one of the three ends of the spatial envelope. During this
brief presentation, the size of the appearing dot also decreased slightly to resemble the task in the
main experiment. Each run contained two blocks of each of the three control conditions,
resulting in a total of six blocks. Participants completed a total of six control runs with each run
lasting 3 min 11 secs. During the experiment, the control runs were always shown after the
experimental runs so that participants would not be primed to attend to the spatial envelope of a
stimulus display when viewing these displays in the experimental runs.
Experiment 2
Each experimental run contained 13.5-sec stimulus blocks interleaved with 9-sec fixation
blocks. The same fixation block also appeared at the beginning and end of each run. Each
stimulus block contained 18 sequentially presented displays with the same layout and the same
stimulus type (novel objects or abstract shapes) but rotated around the central fixation. The 18
displays in a block contained all six possible rotated configurations for a given layout, with each
depicted by one of the three exemplars of a given stimulus type. Other details of the
experimental run were identical to those of Experiment 1. Each run contained two blocks of each
display condition (evenly-clustered-object, evenly-clustered-shape, unevenly-clustered-object,
unevenly-clustered-shape), resulting in a total of eight blocks. Participants completed a total of
12 runs with each lasting 3 min 9 secs.
Localizer experiments
LOC and inferior IPS localizer. Each object localizer run lasted 4 min 40 sec and
contained four blocks of each stimulus condition. Each stimulus block lasted 16 sec and included
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20 unique images from each stimulus condition. Each image was presented for 750 msec and
followed by a 50 msec blank interval. Participants were asked to detect a slight spatial jitter of
the images, occurred twice randomly in each block, to engage their attention on the images.
Three 8 s-fixation blocks were presented at the beginning, middle, and the end of each run. All
participants took part in two runs of this localizer
Superior IPS localizer. Following Xu and Chun (2006) and Xu and Jeong (2015), an
event-related design was used for this localizer. Participants completed a visual short-term
memory (VSTM) task, in which they were asked to remember 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6 sequentially
presented black object shapes. Each trial lasted 6 sec and contained a fixation period of 1000 ms,
a sample display of 200 ms, a delay period of 1000 ms, a test/response period of 2500 ms, and a
feedback period of 1300 ms. Each run contained 12 trials for each condition as well as 12
fixation trials in which only a fixation dot was shown for 6 s. A counterbalanced trial history
design (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006) was used to generate the trial sequences.
Four filler trials were also included with three at the beginning and one at the end of the run for
practice and trial history balancing purposes. They were removed during data analysis. Each
participant took part in four runs of this localizer, each lasting 7 min 42 sec.
Topographic mapping localizer. Each participant also completed 4 to 6 topographic
mapping runs, each lasting 11 min 5.6 sec and contained 12 cycles of rotating colored wedges.
Participants were asked to detect the occurrences of dimming in the display. For different
participants, the dimming occurred at fixation, at the polar angle wedge, or at both locations,
commiserate with the various methodologies used in the literature. No differences were observed
in the maps obtained through these different methods.
3.2.4 MRI Data Acquisition
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MRI data were collected using a Siemens 3T Prisma scanner at Harvard University
Center for Brain science. Visual displays were back-projected by an LCD project onto a screen
mounted at the rear end of the scanner bore. Participants viewed the displays through an angled
mirror mounted on the head coil. An Apple MacBook Pro running Matlab with Psychtoolbox
extension (Brainard, 1997) was used to generate visual displays and record responses.
Functional data in both experiments were acquired using T2*-weighted echo-planar
gradient echo pulse sequence (69 oblique axial slices acquired at a 25° angle off of the anterior
commissure posterior commissure line; TR = 1.5 sec; TE = 30 msec; flip angle = 75 degrees; no
skip, 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm voxel size; multi-band acceleration factor = 3). Functional data in the
localizer runs and topographic mapping runs were acquired using a different T2*-weighted echoplanar gradient echo pulse sequence (64 oblique axial slices acquired at a 25° angle off of the
anterior commissure posterior commissure line; TR = .65 sec; TE = 34.8 msec; flip angle = 52
degrees; no skip; 2.3 × 2.3 × 2.3 mm voxel size; multi-band acceleration factor = 8). Because the
localizer data were projected into the volume view and then onto individual participant’s
flattened cortical surface, the exact slice prescriptions used had minimal impact on the final
results.
3.2.5 Data Analysis
fMRI data were analyzed with Freesurfer and in-house MATLAB codes. LibSVM
toolbox (Chang & Lin, 2011) was used for support vector machine (SVM) classification. Data
preprocessing included motion correction, intensity normalization and spatial smoothing at 4mm-full-width-at-half-maximum. The preprocessed time course data were then fit with general
linear models (GLM) accounting for hemodynamic response lag. The resulting beta weights
were used for all subsequent univariate and multivariate analysis.
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Figure 3.3. Example ROIs from a representative participant. A. LO and pFs shown on an inflated right hemisphere.
B. PPA shown on an inflated right hemisphere. C. Inferior IPS and superior IPS shown on an inflated right
hemisphere. D. Early visual areas V1 to V4 shown on a flattened cortical surface.

ROI definition. Following Grill-spector et al. (1998) and Kourtzi and Kanwisher (2001),
object-sensitive regions LO and pFs were defined as a cluster of contiguous voxels showing
significantly higher activation (p < .001, uncorrected) to objects than to phase-scrambled objects
in lateral occipital and posterior fusiform gyrus regions (Figure 3.3A). Following Epstein &
Kanwisher (1998), PPA was defined as a cluster of contiguous voxels showing significantly
higher activation (p < .001, uncorrected) to scenes than to faces and objects in the
parahippocampal cortex (Figure 3.3B). Anatomical labels provided by Freesurfer were used to
further guide the definition of those regions. Following Xu and Chun (2006) and Xu and Jeong
(2015), inferior IPS was defined as a cluster of contiguous voxels in the inferior part of IPS
showing significantly higher activation (p <. 001, uncorrected) to the object than to the
scrambled object images (Figure 3.3C). Following Xu and Chun (2006) and Xu and Jeong
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(2015), superior IPS was defined as voxels tracking the VSTM capacity estimated using
Cowan’s K formula (Cowan, 2001). Talairach coordinates reported in Todd and Mariois (2004)
were used as guides to define this region (see Xu and Chun (2006) for more details). Following
the procedure described previously, topographic areas V1 to V4 were localized by examining
phase reversals in the polar angle maps (Figure 3.3D).
MVPA. In each participant, the estimated beta-weight map of each condition in each run
was extracted by overlaying the predefined ROI onto the experimental data. The neural response
patterns of each condition in each run were normalized independently by using a ztransformation to eliminate differences in response amplitude across conditions and ROIs. For
both Experiments 1 and 2, a cross-validated leave-one-out linear SVM (Kamitani & Tong, 2005)
was employed to decode the layout and item identity in each ROI (Figure 3.4A, Figure 3.5A). To
increase power and to equate the number of voxels across the different ROIs, we performed
SVM classification within the 100 most informative voxels in each ROI (Mitchell et al., 2004).
Specifically, with each iteration of SVM, we employed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA
with layout and identity as factors for each voxel in the training data. An SVM classifier was
then trained on the 100 voxels with the lowest p values on the main effect of layout. Voxels with
the highest main effect of the layout were selected for layout decoding. The trained classifier was
then tested on the left-out run.
We obtained within-type layout decoding for each ROI by first computing all possible
pairs of layout decoding within each stimulus-type and then averaging these comparisons across
the two stimulus types. We also obtained cross-type layout decoding to measure whether or not
layout representation was stimulus dependent. This was done by training a classifier to decode
two different layout displays containing one stimulus type and test its ability to decode the same
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pair of layout displays containing the other stimulus type. Above chance decoding of layouts
across the different stimulus types would indicate a stimulus-independent layout representation.
In Experiment 1, we further tested the extent to which layout decoding could be driven by
the difference in spatial envelopes between the different layout displays. Classifiers were trained
to discriminate between different pairs of triangle-shaped envelopes and then tested on its ability
to discriminate between the corresponding pairs of layouts. The cross-validated feature selection
procedure was performed with the envelope shape as the factor using a one-way repeated
measures ANOVA; the remaining procedures were the same as what was done with the layout
decoding. Above chance envelope-to-layout decoding would indicate that spatial envelope
differences contributed to layout decoding.
In addition to layout decoding, we also examined identity coding with the same crossvalidated approach (i.e., decoding between the novel objects and the abstract shapes). Within the
same set of voxels for layout decoding, identity decoding was first performed separately for each
layout condition and then averaged across the different layout conditions to determine the overall
identity decoding performance.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment, three different types of layout displays, presented with either novel
objects or abstract shapes, were shown. To examined location invariant layout representation,
within a block of trials, displays containing the same layout and the same type of stimuli were
shown rotated around a donut-shaped background. Participants viewed the displays and detected
an occasionally occurring size decrease of one of the display items. The overall behavioral
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performance was 92.8 ± 4.97% with no difference across the three different layouts (F(2,22) =
1.15, p = 0.33) or between the two stimulus types (t(11) = 1.88, p = .09). To understand how the
overall spatial envelope of a display may contribute to layout representation, participants also
viewed control conditions depicting only the spatial envelopes of the layout displays and
detected the presence of an occasionally appearing dot. The overall behavioral performance for
the control conditions was 96.1 ± 3.23%, with no difference across the different control layout
conditions (F(2,22) = 2.66, p = 0.11).
Univariate analysis. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.1. Two-way repeated
measures ANOVA with layout condition (dense vs. dispersed vs. clustered) and stimulus type
(object vs. shape) as factors showed a significant main effect of layout condition in V2, V3, V4,
LO, pFs, PPA (Fs > 6.34, ps < .011), a marginal significant effect in V1 (F(1,11) = 3.89, p
= .059), but no effect in the parietal regions (Fs < 2.37, ps > .015). This main effect of layout
was likely driven by the different spatial extent of the different layout displays. Except for a
significant main effect of stimulus type in PPA (F(1,11) = 6.94, p = .023), no main effect of
stimulus type or the interaction between layout and stimulus type was found across the ROIs
examined (Fs < 3.58, ps > .085). In the following MVPA analyses, we z-normalized the response
amplitudes within each ROI in each run for each layout condition to remove the amplitude
differences in the different layout conditions.
Identity Decoding. We first examined the decoding between the novel objects and the
abstract shapes (Figure 3.4A). As depicted in Figure 3.4B, there was significant identity
decoding between the two types of stimuli in V3, V4, LO, pFs, PPA and inferior IPS (ts > 3.20,
ps < .025, corrected), but not in V1, V2 or superior IPS (ts < 1.46, ps > 0.17, corrected). As
expected, the ventral object processing regions LO and pFs ranked the first and second on
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identity decoding accuracies across all the examined ROIs. Higher identity decoding was found
in LO than in all the other ROIs (ts > 2.64, ps < .02, ds > .76, corrected) as well as in pFs than in
early visual areas, PPA or parietal regions (t(11) = 2.13, p = .056 in V4 and ts > 3.95, ps < .003,
ds > 1.083 for all the other regions, corrected).
Table 3.1. Mean fMRI response amplitudes and SE in Experiment 1.
They were calculated from the averaged beta values derived from the GLM.

Main Experiment
Three-object Displays

Three-shape Displays

clustered

dispersed

grouped

clustered

dispersed

grouped

V1

-.10 (.030)

.02 (.021)

.01 (.034)

-.03 (.030)

.05 (.025)

-0.02 (.013)

V2

.07 (.026)

.18 (.024)

.18 (.030)

.08 (.030)

.21 (.026)

.13 (.013)

V3

.29 (.023)

.41 (.025)

.41 (.026)

.28 (.035)

.45 (.026)

.37 (.017)

V4

.56 (.016)

.69 (.016)

.65 (.012)

.57 (.025)

.70 (.015)

.64 (.017)

LO

.82 (.020)

.93 (.021)

.97 (.022)

.82 (.042)

.94 (.032)

.89 (.023)

pFs

.31 (.011)

.38 (.017)

.38 (.013)

.28 (.018)

.36 (.014)

.32 (.010)

PPA

- .001 (.009)

.034 (.014)

.036 (.008)

-.019 (.010)

.012 (.009)

.003 (.005)

inf IPS

.83 (.024)

.81 (.028)

.87 (.020)

.86 (.052)

.86 (.044)

.84 (.022)

sup IPS

.49 (.021)

.40 (.025)

.47 (.019)

.53 (.035)

.48 (.036)

.48 (.015)

Control Experiment
Spatial Envelopes
clustered

dispersed

grouped

V1

-.13 (.068)

-.21 (.046)

-.14 (.073)

V2

.10 (.057)

.04 (.040)

.08 (.068)

V3

.41 (.054)

.32 (.035)

.37 (.062)

V4

.47 (.040)

.42 (.033)

.52 (.057)

LO

1.15 (.081)

.95 (.038)

1.07 (.090)

pFs

.34 (.036)

.29 (.025)

.38 (.050)

PPA

.017 (.025)

.007 (.016)

.007 (.029)

inf IPS

1.02 (.080)

.81 (.044)

.78 (.091)

sup IPS

.79 (.075)

.51 (.041)

.56 (.080)
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Layout Decoding and generalization across stimulus type and spatial envelope. To
examine the representation of item layout in our ROIs, we performed within-type and cross-type
layout decoding by training a classifier to decode the different layouts in one stimulus type and
tested it on displays with either the same or a different stimulus type (Figure 3.4A). To further
examine the contribution of spatial envelope to layout representation, we also performed
envelope-to-layout decoding by training classifiers to discriminate between the different spatial
envelopes and testing them on both types of layout displays. We refer this analysis as the
envelope-to-layout decoding.
In LO, as depicted in Figure 4.4C, we found significantly above chance within-type (t(11)
= 5.84, p <.001, corrected) and cross-type layout decoding (t(11) = 7.18, p <.001, corrected), but
not envelope-to-layout encoding (t(11) = 1.35, p = .21, corrected). Moreover, the accuracies of
both the within-type and cross-type layout decoding did not differ from each other (t(11) = 1.72,
p = .11, corrected), but were both significantly higher than that of the envelope-to-layout
decoding (ts > 5.00, ps <.001, ds > 1.44, corrected). This indicated that the layout information in
a display was represented in LO and cannot be explained by the overall spatial envelope
differences among the different layouts. Moreover, layout decoding in LO appeared to be
identity independent. Unlike LO, in pFs, layout decoding accuracies were at chance (ts < 1.69, ps
< .29, corrected). A region by decoding type ANOVA showed a significant interaction between
region (LO vs. pFs) and decoding type (within, cross, envelope) on the decoding accuracy
(F(2,22) = 7.26, p = .005). The main effects for region and decoding type were also significant
(Fs > 17.44, ps < .002). These results indicated that identity and spatial envelope independent
layout information exists in LO but not pFs.
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Figure 3.4. Layout and identity decoding results from Experiment 1. A. Details of identity and layout decoding. In
identity decoding, classifiers were trained and tested to discriminate the different stimulus identity. In layout
decoding, classifiers were trained and tested to discriminate between the different layouts within the same stimulus
type (within-type layout decoding) or with generalization across different stimulus types (cross-type layout
decoding). Classifiers were also trained to discriminate between the spatial envelopes of the different layouts and
tested on their ability to discriminate the different layout displays (envelop-to-layout decoding). B. Results of
identity decoding. Object processing regions LO and pFs showed the highest level of identity decoding. C. Results
of layout decoding. Successful within-type and cross-type layout decoding was found in LO and could not be
explained by the overall spatial envelope differences among the different layouts. Both parietal regions showed
successful within-type and cross-type layout decoding, which could be partly driven by differences in the spatial
envelopes of the different layout displays. **p<.01, *p<.05, (FDR corrected).
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PPA showed chance-level within-type layout decoding and envelope-to-layout decoding
(ts < 1.56, ps > .19, corrected), but a significant cross-type layout decoding (t(11) = 2.63, p
= .046, corrected). The cross-type layout decoding was marginally significantly higher than the
envelope-to-layout decoding (t(11) = 2.73, p = .058, corrected). Other pairwise comparisons
between the different decoding types were not significant (ts < 1.15, ps > .37, corrected).
Accuracies for all three types of decoding (within, cross, envelope) in PPA were significantly
lower than those in LO (ts > 2.75, ps < .019, ds > .79, corrected). A region (LO vs. PPA) by
decoding type (within, cross, envelope) ANOVA revealed significant main effects of region and
decoding type (Fs > 15.52, ps < .0024), and a significant interaction between these two factors
(F(2,22) = 5.55 , p = .02 ). These results indicated that weak location-independent layout
information might exist in PPA. Such information, if existed, was certainly much weaker than
that found in LO.
Both inferior IPS and superior IPS showed successful within-type (ts > 6.42, ps < .001,
corrected) and cross-type layout decoding (ts > 6.64, ps < .001, corrected). However, in both
parietal regions, the envelope-to-layout decoding was also significantly above chance (ts > 2.5,
ps <.029, corrected). In inferior IPS, the envelope-to-layout decoding accuracy was significantly
lower than either type of layout decoding (ts > 3.27, ps <. 0045, ds > 1.09, corrected); in superior
IPS, however, the envelope-to-layout decoding was not significantly different from either type of
layout decoding (ts < 2.62, ps > .07, corrected). The envelope-to-layout decoding was
significantly higher in superior IPS than LO (t(11) = 4.35 , p = .0034, d = 1.26, corrected), but
neither within-type or cross-type layout decoding differed between these two regions (ts < 1.25,
ps > 0.35, corrected). This resulted in a significant region by decoding type interaction between
LO and superior IPS (F(2,22) = 3.94, p = .045). No region by decoding interaction was observed
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between LO and inferior IPS (F(2,22) = 1.51, p = .25) or between inferior IPS and superior IPS
(F(2,22) = 1.33, p = .29). Overall these results showed that layout representation in inferior and
superior IPS could be partially accounted for by the spatial envelope differences between the
different layout displays.
In early visual cortex, both types of layout decoding was at chance in V1 (ts < 2.34, ps
< .16, corrected), marginally significant in V2 (2.21 < ts < 2.78, .07 < ps < .10, corrected),
significant in V3 (ts > 2.74, ps < .03, corrected), and not significant for within-type layout
decoding (t(11) = 1.47, p = .23, corrected) but significant for cross-type layout decoding (t(11) =
3.69, p = .007, corrected) in V4. Marginally significant envelope-to-layout decoding was
observed in V3 (t(11) = 2.13, p = .056, corrected) but not in the other regions (ts < 1.17, ps > .27,
corrected). V1 to V4 showed significantly lower layout decoding than LO in both the within-type
(ts > 3.14, ps < .022, corrected) and the cross-type decoding (ts < -2.48, ps < .046, corrected); the
envelope-to-layout decoding in V1 to V4, however, was comparable to that of LO (-1.19 < ts <
0.98, ps > .26, corrected). The region by decoding type interactions between LO and early visual
areas V1 to V4 were all significant (Fs > 7.36, ps <.005). These results showed that overall there
is a trend of layout decoding becoming stronger as one ascends the visual processing hierarchy,
with LO showing the strongest layout decoding than any of the early visual areas.
3.3.2 Experiment 2
In this experiment, we examined the decoding of two different layout displays that shared
the same spatial envelope. This allowed us to replicate the findings from Experiment 1 and to
remove the contribution of spatial envelope in layout representation. We created an "evenlyclustered" and an "unevenly-clustered" display sharing the same spatial envelope (see Figure
3.2A). Both displays contained two clusters of items. In the "evenly-clustered" display, each
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cluster contained two items; and in the "unevenly-clustered" display, one cluster contained one,
and the other contained three items. To facilitate grouping, each display contained four identical
items, either drawn from the set of novel objects or abstract shapes. Participants viewed the
displays while performing the same item size change detection task as in Experiment 1. The
overall behavioral performance accuracy was 92.4 ± 5.27%, with no difference between the two
layout conditions (t(10) = 1.22, p = 0.32) or between the two stimulus types (t(10) = 1.07, p
= .31).
Table 3.2 Mean fMRI response amplitudes and SE in Experiment 2.
They were calculated from the averaged beta values derived from the GLM.

Four-Object Displays

Four-shape Displays

V1

evenly
clustered
.35 (.018)

unevenly
clustered
.34 (.018)

evenly
clustered
.38 (.018)

unevenly
clustered
.36 (.018)

V2

.58 (.017)

.56 (.017)

.60 (.017)

.57 (.017)

V3

.83 (.017)

.80 (.017)

.84 (.018)

.77 (.018)

V4

.89 (.020)

.84 (.020)

.94 (.016)

.88 (.016)

LO

1.28 (.021)

1.23 (.021)

1.18 (.021)

1.12 (.021)

pFs

.50 (.015)

.47 (.015)

.44 (.012)

.40 (.012)

PPA

.020 (.010)

.018 (.010)

.020 (.005)

.00 (.005)

Inf IPS

.91 (.022)

.91 (.022)

.95 (.019)

.90 (.019)

Sup IPS

.42 (.019)

.43 (.019)

.48 (.016)

.49 (.016)

Univariate analysis. Results of this analysis are shown in Table 3.2. A 2 x 2 ANOVA
showed a significant main effect of layout condition in V4, LO (Fs > 5.10, ps < .03), a
marginally significant effect in V3 (F(1,10) = 4.29, p = .065), but not in the other ROIs (Fs <
2.66, ps > .13). No significant main effect of stimulus type or interaction between the two factors
was observed (Fs < 1.68, ps > .22) except for a marginally significant main effect of stimulus
type in LO (F(1,10) = 3.97, p =.074) . The response amplitudes were z-normalized across voxels
in each ROI in each run for each condition for further MVPA analyses.
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Identity decoding. As depicted in Figure 3.5B, there was significant decoding of item
identity (i.e., whether novel objects or abstract shapes appeared in a display) in all the ROIs
examined (ts > 3.69, ps < .004, corrected) except in PPA (t(10) = 1.65, p = .13). As expected, LO
showed significantly higher identity decoding accuracies than all the other examined ROIs (ts >
3.39, ps < .01, ds > 1.02, corrected); pFs showed significantly higher decoding than early visual
areas V1 to V3, PPA and parietal regions (ts > 2.23, ps <.05, ds > .67, corrected), but not from
V4 (t(10) = 1.09, p = .30)
Layout Decoding and Generalization across stimuli type. In LO, decoding for both
within-type and cross-type layout decoding (Figure 3.5C) was significantly above chance (ts >
2.58, ps < .028, corrected). No layout decoding was observed in pFs (ts < 1.14, ps > .56,
corrected). A repeated measures ANOVA with region (LO vs. pFs) and decoding type (withintype vs cross-type) as factors revealed a significant main effect for region (F(1,10) = 8.23, p
= .017) with no significant interaction or main effect for decoding type (Fs < 1.29, ps > .28).
Thus, spatial envelope independent layout representation was found in LO but not in pFs. This
replicated the finding from Experiment 1.
Different from the results of Experiment 1, we didn’t observe significant layout decoding
in PPA (ts < 1.15, ps > .37, corrected). A decoding type by region (LO vs PPA) ANOVA
revealed a main effect for region (F(1,10) = 7.41, p = .021) with no significant interaction or
main effect for decoding type (Fs < 2.46, p < .15). These results indicated that spatial envelope
independent layout representation could not be reliably found in PPA.
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Figure 3.5. Layout and identity decoding results from Experiment 2. A. Details of identity and layout decoding. In
identity decoding, classifiers were trained and tested to discriminate between the two stimulus types. In layout
decoding, classifiers were trained and tested to discriminate between the different layouts within the same stimulus
type (within-type layout decoding) or with generalization across different stimulus types (cross-type layout
decoding). B. Results of identity decoding. Object processing regions, LO and pFs, showed the highest levels of
item identity decoding C. Results of layout decoding. SVM classification accuracy was shown for both the withintype and cross-type layout decoding. Above chance accuracies for both within-type and cross-type layout decoding
was only observed in LO. **p<.01, *p<.05, (FDR corrected).

In inferior IPS and superior IPS, we didn’t observe significant decoding for either withintype or cross-type layout decoding (ts < 1.58, ps > .22, corrected). ANOVA analysis with region
and decoding type as factors revealed a significant layout decoding difference between LO and
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inferior IPS (F(1,10) = 8.47, p = .016), a marginally significant main effect for decoding type
(F(1,10) = 3.55, p = .088), with no interaction between the two factors (F(1,10) = .74, p = .041).
We also found a marginally significant difference between LO and superior IPS (F(1,10) = 3.76,
p = .081), with no other effects reaching significance (Fs < .11, ps < .74). These results showed
that once spatial envelope was equated between the two layout displays, layout information
could no longer be decoded from either parietal region. This indicated that layout decoding in
these two parietal regions in Experiment 1 was primarily driven by the presence of the different
spatial envelopes.
In early visual areas V1 to V4, we observed marginally significant decoding in V2 (1.89
< ts < 2.19, .080 < ps < .088, corrected) and significant decoding in V3 for the cross-type layout
decoding (t(10) = 2.55, p = .043 , corrected). All other layout decoding did not reach significance
(ts < 1.69, ps > .12, corrected). Direct comparison between V1 to V4 and LO using region by
decoding type ANOVA revealed a marginally significant main effect of region between LO and
V1 (F(1,10) = 4.74, p = .054). No other main effect or interaction reached significance (Fs <
1.73, ps > .22). As in Experiment 1, these results showed that a location-independent layout
representation could be most robustly decoded in LO than in the primary visual cortex.

3.4 Discussion
A number of behavioral studies have shown that information about the spatial layout of a
group of objects could be maintained in working memory and facilitate subsequent object
recognition (Conci & Müller, 2014; Gmeindl et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2000; Woodman et al.,
2003). In this study, we investigated how information about such layout may be represented in
functionally defined human ventral visual object processing regions (LO and pFs), scene
processing region (PPA), topographically defined early visual areas (V1- V4), and functionally
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defined parietal regions involved in object selection and encoding (inferior IPS and superior IPS).
In Experiment 1, we examined the representation of three different layout displays with each
containing three items. In Experiment 2, we examined the representation of two additional layout
displays with each containing four items. We used two sets of items in both experiments with a
given display depicted by either novel objects or abstract shapes. This allowed us to assess
whether or not layout representation depended on the exact items depicting it. To examine
location-independent layout representation, within a block of trials, a given layout would be
shown rotated around the central fixation, and the same spatial location would be occupied
equally often by the different layout conditions across a block of trials. Because decoding was
performed over the averaged response of a block of trials, any layout decoding obtained would
not depend on the exact location that a display was shown, but rather reflected a higher-level
layout representation that was location-independent. To account for the contribution of the
spatial envelope in layout representation, we included a control condition in Experiment 1 and
equated the overall spatial envelop between the two layout displays used.
In ventral visual object processing region LO, we observed robust item identityindependent layout decoding. This layout decoding was not due to spatial envelope decoding
between the different layouts, as classifier trained to decode the spatial envelope of the displays
failed to decode the layout of the displays in Experiment 1. Moreover, when the spatial
envelopes were matched between the displays in Experiment 2, we were still able to decode
layouts in this brain region. Layout decoding could not be attributed to the differences in
response amplitudes between the different layout displays either. Although response amplitudes
did differ between the different displays, we z-normalized voxel responses within each ROI,
resulting in a mean response amplitude of 0 and SE of 1 for each ROI before performing any
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MVPA analysis. Moreover, even though response amplitude differences existed across the
different displays in pFs, we failed to observe any layout decoding.
Early visual areas V1 to V4 showed progressively stronger layout decoding in
Experiment 1 and some weak layout decoding in Experiment 2 when the spatial envelope
difference between the displays was equated. Overall layout decoding was much stronger in LO
than in V1 to V4 in Experiment 1 and stronger in LO than in V1 in Experiment 2. The
converging evidence from both experiments indicated a strong item identity-independent layout
representation in LO compared to that of the early visual areas. During visual processing of
multiple objects, LO thus not only encodes the identities of the local items but also encodes the
layout among them.
Interestingly, we did not observe any layout decoding in pFs, another high-level visual
object processing region in the ventral visual cortex. This was not due to a lack of power, as pFs
showed strong item identity decoding. Instead, this suggested a possible functional dissociation
between LO and pFs, with explicit layout representation encoded by LO, but not by pFs.
Previous studies have documented that pFs is more invariant to object's size, position, and
mirror-image reversal than LO (Dilks, Julian, Kubilius, Spelke, & Kanwisher, 2011; Vuilleumier,
Henson, Driver, & Dolan, 2002). In addition, Haushofer et al. (2008) observed a transition from
a physical-like representation to an observer-perspective representation between LO and pFs.
Overall, these results suggest that LO may be more involved in encoding the spatial properties of
items whereas pFs may be more involved in encoding the non-spatial feature properties of items.
We didn’t observe robust layout decoding in PPA, another ventral visual processing
region that is highly involved in scene perception (Epstein, 2008; Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998).
In particular, we found weak layout decoding in Experiment 1 and no layout decoding in
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Experiment 2. Additionally, PPA showed around baseline-level response amplitudes to the
layout displays in both experiments and showed low (Experiment 1) or no (Experiment 2)
identity decoding. It is possible that when more scene-like objects were used (e.g., furniture and
buildings), PPA may exhibit some level of location independent layout representation. Spatial
information that is invariant to mirror-reversal has been found in PPA but not in other scene
sensitive regions (Dilks et al., 2011), such as the temporal occipital sulcus (TOS) and the
retrosplenical complex (RSC). At the very least, the present results showed that PPA does not
contain location-independent layout representations of multiple visual objects.
In our two parietal ROIs, the inferior IPS and superior IPS, we observed layout decoding
in Experiment 1. But such decoding appeared to be driven to a large part by the differences in the
spatial envelopes of the different displays, as spatial envelope decoding could be easily
generalized to layout decoding in these two brain regions. Indeed, when spatial envelopes were
equated between the two layout displays used in Experiment 2, no layout decoding was obtained
in either parietal region. Posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has long been shown to be involved in
spatial processing (Kravitz, Saleem, Baker, & Mishkin, 2011). Our finding of spatial envelope
representation in inferior IPS and superior IPS is consistent with this literature. Recent studies
have also documented the role of PPC in representing salient and task-relevant visual
information (Vaziri-Pashkam & Xu, 2017; Y. Xu, n.d.). In the present study, participants
performed an item size change detection task while viewing the different displays. The item
layout of a display was thus never task-relevant. It would be interesting in future studies to
examine whether spatial-envelope independent layout information may be represented in PPC
when it becomes task-relevant.
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In summary, the present study showed that information about the layout of a multi-item
display is explicitly and automatically represented in the LO, a high-level ventral visual object
processing region. Such layout representation is both location and item identity independent.
Although the representation of single objects has been documented extensively in both monkey
neurophysiology and human imaging studies, the neural mechanisms underlying the
representation of multiple visual objects, however, remain largely unknown. By documenting
how the layout of a multi-item display may be represented in the human visual cortex, the
present study paves the way to further our understanding of the representation of complex visual
displays in the real world in the human brain.
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4
4. Conclusion

In everyday visual perception, we are constantly confronted with arrays of visual objects
embedded in complex scenes. In this dissertation, using fMRI and MVPA, I investigated how the
human visual systems may represent a multi-object display. In the first two Chapters, I examined
how contextual association between two objects in a pair may be represented and whether or not
such representation may be affected by the amount of implied action present between the two
objects. In Chapter 3, I studied how the layout of a multi-object display may be represented. I
focused my investigation on the lateral occipital (LO) and posterior fusiform (pFs) regions, brain
areas shown to participate in successful visual object detection and identification, early visual
areas (V1- V4), and parietal regions involved in object selection and encoding (inferior IPS, and
superior IPS).
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I found that contextual association significantly affected how an object pair may be
represented in pFs, such that objects were more integrated when they were related than unrelated.
Moreover, related object pairs exhibited a reliable effect of contextual association irrespective of
the amount of implied action present between the two objects. Meanwhile, the layout
information of a multi-object display was explicitly encoded in LO, but not in pFs, early visual
areas, or parietal regions involved in object processing.
Although contextual information has been well documented to facilitate object
recognition in behavioral studies, neural evidence regarding how such information may be
represented in the human brain remain mostly inconsistent. Beack et al. (2013) reported no effect
of contextual association in action-related object pairs with either familiar or unfamiliar
configuration. Kaiser and Peelen (2018), however, found a more integrated representation of
two-object scenes with spatially consistent configuration than scenes with spatially inconsistent
configuration. These two studies differed in a number of critical aspects. First, real-world object
size of the stimuli used, which have been shown to influence object representation (Konkle &
Caramazza, 2013; Konkle & Oliva, 2012), differed between these two studies. Beack et al. (2013)
used small manipulatable objects (e.g., hammer), whereas Kaiser and Peelen (2018) used large
objects (e.g., sofa). Second, implied action between a pair of objects was present in Beack et al.
(2013) but not in Kaiser and Peelen (2018). Therefore, the observed differences in results could
be due to a lack of power in one study, differences in the size of the objects used, or the presence
of implied action between a pair of objects in one study, leaving it unknown the precise role of
contextual association on object pair representation in the human visual processing regions.
In the present thesis, I employed two independent sets of small objects and manipulated
the presence of implied action (Chapter 1 & 2). I also varied the arrangement of the two objects
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in a pair, with the two objects in a pair shown in either a top-bottom or left-right arrangement.
Despite such variations, pFs showed robust effects of contextual integration across four
experiments; LO and V4 showed similar but weaker effects. These results disagreed with those
of Beack et al. (2013) but supported the findings of Kaiser and Peelen (2018). More importantly,
they extended previous research by showing the existence of robust contextual representation
between a pair of related objects irrespective of whether or not implied action was also present.
Another key finding of this thesis was that LO and pFs appeared to play different roles in
representing the interactions among objects. Previous studies have documented some functional
differences between the lateral subdivision (LO) and ventral subdivision (pFs) of the lateral
occipital complex. A study compared shape representation in these two regions and found that
LO encoded local features explicitly while pFs showed more integrated representation (Drucker
& Aguirre, 2009). LO was additionally reported to track the physical properties of objects while
pFs was reported to monitor perceived object properties (Haushofer et al., 2008). Adding to these
findings, results of this thesis suggested that LO, but not pFs, may be more involved in encoding
the physical properties of multiple objects, as indicated by the presence of layout decoding in this
brain region. In contrast, pFs may be more engaged than LO in integrating the contextual
information of two related objects in a pair, which could account for the object recognition
benefit observed at the behavioral level.
By documenting how contextual association and layout information may be represented
in the human visual cortex, this dissertation illustrates how high level visual object regions may
differ in their representations of a multi-object display. The results of the present dissertation
shall further our understanding of the neural mechanisms mediating the processing of multiple
visual objects embedded in complex scenes in real world visual perception.
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Appendix
Table S1. Number of voxels in each ROI (mean and SD). The voxel sizes in Chapter1, Chapter2, Chapter3
were respectively 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm, 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 mm, and 2.0 x 2.0 x 2.0 mm.

Chapter 3
Experiment 1
Experiment 2

Chapter 1

Chapter 2

V1

317.80 (54.33)

1762.56 (241.73)

837.64 (89.67)

807.17 (92.06)

V2

285.45 (58.06)

1656.56 (362.42)

693.82 (62.07)

723.04 (83.10)

V3

249.35 (39.50)

1458.75 (236.33)

706.82 (150.83)

758.38 (151.56)

V4

138.85 (15.88)

753.69 (159.69)

279.77 (105.51)

307.88 (88.17)

LO

377.05 (67.66)

2079.75 (406.96)

800.55 (189.13)

861.62 (215.90)

pFs

231.50 77.73)

1301.25 (402.68)

433.14 (138.49)

485.92 (168.11)

Inf IPS

352.68 (193.58)

346.79 (190.17)

sup IPS

666.09 (400.15)

741.88 (393.39)
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